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FOREWORD

Dear Students:

I hope that you may have as much fun doing these exercises as

my classes and I had working them out. They are not hard, for it is

intended that you should look the answers up in the book if you need
to do so. Most of you will probably be good at drawing and sketching.

I am not good at art. My students had many good laughs at my queer
“stick” men, women, animals, and trees; and my square houses, ships,

furniture, vehicles, etc. So if you are poor at art, don’t let that worry
you. Do the sketches in your own funny way and label them so that

the teacher will know what you mean. Also if you want to write

longer answers, or do larger drawings than there is space on the page

for, do them on paper and stick them into your book.

This workbook was made to go with The Great Adventure, but
it can be used with Canada, My Country (Chafe); The Story of Canada
(Brown); The Romance of Canada (Burt); or any other teen-age history

of our country. For Newfoundland all classrooms should have copies

of The Story of Newfoundland (Cochrane and Parsons). The Cana-

dian West and How Canada Grew Up (Dickie); Burpee’s Encylopaedia

of Canadian History (Makers of Canada); the Canadian Geographical

Journal and the Canada Year Book contain valuable supplementary
material.

With best wishes.

Donalda Dickie

0f THE ir^lTEi^lTY

0F ALiE^TA

Copyright 1951 by J. M. Dent & Sons (Canada) Limited
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THE FIRST ADVENTURE: CANADA IS BORN

TOPIC I.

HOW CANADA AND NORTH AMERICA WERE BUILT

lYNOPSIS.^

: Scientists think that in the beginning the whole earth was covered with water, and that

he Canadian Shield was one of the first, perhaps the first, land to rise above the waves.

Vfter that it took millions of years to furnish Canada with soil, forests, animals, all the riches

:nd beauties that adorn her today. Reading even a few lines of that long, long story reminds
is-tliat wc owe it to our country to take good care of all the wealth and loveliness she has

provided for us.

FHE BUILDERS.

I. Explain, in sentences, what was done by the:

!

1. earthquakes

I

2. cracks

i

3. lava

4. minerals

! 5. erosion

II. Prehistoric America. Map Work. Draw lines on your topic map outside modern
i

North America to show how much larger the old continent was. Draw the mountain

I

ranges that formed the corner posts and spine of the continent. Print the names on the

I

neighbouring lands: Europe, Britain, Iceland, Greenland, Alaska, Asia.

hANADA FILLS HER BASEMENT.

I I. Vocabulary. Look up these words in the dictionary and write their meanings here.

i
1. amphibian

i

2. reptile

3. dinosaur

4. peat

5. resources

' 6. to conserve

If

7. conservation

A synopsis is a short statement, in paragraph form, giving a general view of any topic.

(1)



II. Summarize. Make a summary^ of this section by telling these stories in a word or phras

The first one has been done for you as a sample.

The Story of the Great Plain. It was:

1st a warm sea

2nd a great swamp

3rd a tropical forest

The Story of Animals. They were:

1st

2nd

3rd

B. The Story of Plants. They were:

1st

2nd

3rd

D. The Story of Canada’s fuel. It was:

1st !

2nd

3rd

CANADA HAS HER FACE LIFTED.

I. Cause and Effect. A cause is something that by happening makes something els

happen. The second happening is called the effect. Write the right effect after eac

of these causes.

1. The sand pressed the peat into coal and oil and the effect is that Canada has

2. The Rocky Mountains rose and the effect is that Canada has

3. The ice scraped the top soil off the Canadian Shield and the effect was that

4. It carried the good top soil south to the warmer climate and the effect is that Canac

has

5. It scattered hills, valleys, lakes and rivers and the effect is that Canada is

CANADA’S ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES.

I. Note Details. Name five things upon which the wealth of a nation depends.

II. Classify. List each of these resources after the right heading: soil, forests, mineral

waterpower, scenery.

(a) Replaceable

(b) Irreplaceable

iThe words synopsis and summary are used interchangeably, but in this book we shall use synopsis to mean a statement
paragraph form, and summary to mean a statement in heads and sub-heads as in this exercise.

( 2 )



;III. Choose one of the above resources found in your part of Canada and tell what is being,

or may be, done to replace or conserve it.

I;

IV. Mapwork. Trace your topic map. Print in the right places on it, the names of the five

great regions of Canada. Under each print the names of the resources found there.

CHAPTER REVIEW.

,
I. Tell in a word what each of these things gave to Canada:

(a) lava ; (b) erosion ;

(c) Plants and animals (d) ice

II. Map Work. In the Pacific Ocean on your topic map, list Canada’s advantages. In the

Atlantic, list her disadvantages. Compare the two lists and draw a conclusion as to which

Canada has most of

III. Continuity of the Story. Tell:

1. The title of Canada’s first adventure

I 2. What the first chapter tells about

!

3. For whom Canada was made ready

4. What kind of people she needed

5. What kind of people our forefathers were

,
6. What they made of Canada

; 7. What you have to make of her

I 8. One way in which to prepare to do this

iVI. Research Problem. Choose the resource which interests you most. Read an article or
book about it and write a note of it in your Book Diary. A Book Diary is a notebook
in which you write a short note of each book that you read. A Book Diary is fun to keep
and very useful when you are asked to give a talk, or report.

pibrary Reading:

!

Dickie, D., The Book of the Rocks.
i Fenton, C. L., Earth’s Adventure.

I

Parker, B. M., Animals of Yesterday.
,

Parker, B. M., The Earth’s Changing Surface.

(3)
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TOPIC II.

FIRST CAME THE RED MEN
SYNOPSIS.

The first people in America were the ancestors of our Indians and Eskimos. Scientists

diink they came from Asia about 20,000 years ago; probably they crossed from Siberia to

A.laska. They seem to have come in three waves, the late comers pushing the earlier

Dues east and south until they covered the whole continent. Some Mexican tribes became
:ivilized; but the Canadian Indians remained wanderers, hunters and fishermen, until the

ivhite man came to teach them, and to learn from them, new ways.

THE FIRST PEOPLE.

I. Trace your topic map and sketch, over Alaska and the Arctic Islands, the scene of the

Landing of the First Discoverer. Or make a little play by writing three speeches that

I

he and his friends might have made.

PHE FIRST CANADIANS.

I. Chart. Across Canada, on your topic map, make a chart of Indian life. Across the map,
print the headings: Tribe, Home Region, Food, Shelter, Transport. Under the heading
‘tribe,’ list (down the West Coast) the name of the chief tribe in each of the five great

regions of Canada. Add Eskimo for the Arctic. Complete the chart by filling in the facts

opposite each tribal name. List each fact in one or two words.

II. Draw a conclusion from your chart about the redman’s skill at living off the country,
' “adjusting himself to his environment.”

III. The Red Men Co-operated. Outline.^ Make an outline on this subject by listing the

j

main topic of each paragraph you have read about it.

How the Indians Co-operated

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

IV. The Indians were democratic. Prove this by telling three democratic things they did.

9

3

An outline, in this book, means the main heads of a topic without the sub-heads. List main heads with capital letters.

(5)



WHAT THE WHITE MAN OWES TO THE RED MAN.
I. Sketch. Over the north eastern part of your topic map, sketch (or print the names of'

six valuable things that the Indians have given us.
11.

List four Indian names used in your part of Canada

III. Tell:

(a) What civilized men did do for the Indians

(b) What they did not try to do

(c) What we have to do

TOPIC REVIEW.
I. Explain in a word, or sentence:

1. What kinds of tools the Indians used

2. Upon what they depended for food and clothing

3- Why they invented the teepee or wigwam

4.

Why the eastern tribes covered their wigwams with birch bark and the Crees made

theirs of willow boughs

5.

Why the Huron-Iroquois were a little more civilized than the others.

6. Why the red men did not need to conserve their resources

7. In what wasteful way the prairie Indians killed the buffalo. (You may have read o

this.)

8.

How men began to be civilized.

Why Canada needed civilized people

(6)
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II. The Continuity of the Story. Tell:

1. What important new resource America got in Topic 11.

2. W^hat kind of people they were

3. What they could, and could not, do for Canada

III. Research Problem. Report and Talk.^ Read up on the Indian tribe native to

your home region. Write a report of what you have read in your Book Diary in prepar-

ation for giving a two-minute talk on your tribe. Or read articles about the life of the

Indians today (You might write to the Indian Affairs Branch, Department of Citizenship

and Immigration, Ottawa, for information), and prepare a report on the topic to give

to your class.

Library Reading:

1 Jenness, D., The Indians of Canada.
Jenness, D., The Indian Background of Canadian History.

Jefferys, C. W., The Picture Gallery of Canadian History, vol. 1.

Marriott, A., Indians on Horseback.

j

Mason, B. S., The Book of Indian-crafts and Costumes.

, Salomon, J. H., The Book of Indian Crafts and Indian Lore.

Starr, F., American Indians.
1 Uprichard, M., , . Three Little Indians.”

iStories to Read:

Cooper, J.
F., The Last of the Mohicans.

Hooke, H. M., Thunder in the Mountains.
Schultz, J. W., Lone Bulls Mistake.

Schultz, J, W., Sinopah, the Blackfoot Indian Boy.
White, S. E., The Magic Forest.

|iA Report is an account of something seen, heard, or read about. It may be either spoken or written. A written report may be

in synopsis, summary, or outline form. In general one uses a written report as the basis for making an oral, or spoken report.

A Talk is an oral report enlivened with a few little stories, anecdotes, or personal experiences.

i

(
7 )
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TOPIC III.

THEN CAME THE WHITE MEN
1000 - 1500 A.D.

SYNOPSIS.

The first white men to reach America were Norsemen. They came about 1000 A.D.,

but were unable to make a permanent settlement. By the 1400’s, Europeans were trading for

spice and jewels with India and China. The goods were brought thousands of miles across

the mountains and deserts of Asia by camel caravan. The distance made the spices very

expensive, so the merchants and sailors began looking for a short route by sea. About this

time the scientists began saying that the earth was a sphere and that they could reach the

far east by sailing west. These new ideas led to the discovery of America by Columbus and

Cabot.

THE VIKINGS: 1000 A.D.

I. Vocabulary. Write the meanings of these words.

1. viking

2. outlaw

3. caravan

4. khan

5. compass

II. Write the story Biarni told the Christmas party about the strange new land he had seen.

III. Make inferences.

1. How do you know that Biarni was a Christian?

2. What fact stated in Leif’s story tells you that Vineland was south of Greenland?

IV. Leif the Lucky. Character study. List as many qualities of Leif’s character as you can.

Mark with a check those qualities which you think likely to have made him “lucky”.

(
9
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V. Dramatize the story of Tyrker for the class. Make up extra speeches.

VI. Compare. Trace your topic map and draw the three hops by which the Norsemen reached

America. Print above the hops the kind of transport they used and one word telling

the probable time their voyage took. Below the hops print the kind of transport used

and time taken on the same voyage today.

SUGAR, SPICE, SILK, JEWELS AND GOLD (1200-1400)

I. In Europe in the middle ages (500 years ago):

1.

The houses needed 2. The meat needed

3. The cooks needed 4. The spices came

by from to

5. The long journey made them 6. The merchants needed

7. The sailors hoped to find one by

II. Explain:

1. Why the people of the middle ages thought the world was like a vast table.

2.

Why the scientists were beginning to think it was a sphere.

3.

Why the merchants raced to find a short route to the Spice Islands.

4. Why they wanted a route by sea

5. Why the sailors sailed south and east round Africa.

6.

Why the scientists sailed west.

THE TWO BOYS FROM GENOA.

I. Cause and effect. Underline the effect in each of these sentences. (The trick is that you
can always read the word “because” before the cause).

1. Because Columbus believed that the world was round, he thought he could reach

the Spice Islands by sailing west across the Atlantic.

2. He thought the world smaller than it is because he did not know about America
and the Pacific.

3. His voyage is famous for he discovered a new continent.

4. He thought he had reached India so he called the people Indians.

(
10
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II. Character study. Prove, by writing things they did that:

f 1. Columbus was a scientist :

)'

li >
-

‘ 2. Cabot was a scientist,

and a business man

II. Radio Broadcast. Imagine yourself a radio reporter with Columbus on his first voyage.

Write a short radio script (synopsis form) which you might have broadcast to Spain from
mid-Atlantic. Or write a script describing your landing.

I

V. Brief Histories. At the back of your Book Diary keep six blank pages under each of these

headings: A SHORT HISTORY OF NEWFOUNDLAND, and NOTES ON THE
I

UNITED STATES. Under most of the topics in your book you will find exercises

suggesting that you make notes on one or other of these pages. If you do so, you
I

will have, at the end of the book, brief accounts of our tenth province and our neigh-

I

hour country. These will enable you to read over quickly, and carry in your memory,

;

the general outlines of their stories. To begin with, you might now note the first two

I

events in Newfoundland’s story with their dates.

irOPIC REVIEW.

I. Very Important People (The V.I.P’s.). Tell how each of these people helped to dis-

i

cover America.

;

1. The people of the Middle Ages

2. The sailors

' 3. The scientists

4. Eric the Red

: 5. Biarni

! 6. Leif Ericsson

7. Tyrker

(H)



8.

Marco Polo9.

Christopher Columbus10.

John Cabot

II. Map Work. Draw on your topic map, in different colours, the voyages of: the caravan

Columbus, Cabot. Print on them the names of the men, of the places they travelle

from and to, and the dates of their voyages. Print also on your topic map the names c

the continents, oceans, and countries mentioned in your story.

III. The Continuity of the First Adventure, Canada is Born.

Canada had now made four important steps forward. Tell what steps were taken in:

Topic I: (1) , (2)

Topic II:

Topic III:

IV. Research Problems.

1. List four kinds of food that America sends to Europe today.

North America:

South America:

2. Read in the encyclopedia the story of sugar, pearls, spice, or some other interestin

article, and write a synopsis or summary of the account in your Book Diary i

preparation for giving a report on it to the class.

Library Reading:

Fish,
J., The Discovery of America.

Leacock, S., The Dawn of Canadian History.

Cottier,
J., and Jaffe, H., Map Makers.

Duvoisin, R., They Put Out to Sea.

Eberle, I., Spice in the Wind.
Hartman, G., Medieval Days and Ways.
The Log of Christopher Columbus’ First Voyage to America.

Stories to Read:

French, A., The Story of Grettir the Strong.

Kent, L. A., He Went With Marco Polo.

Kummer, F. Leif Erikson the Lucky.
Watson-Carruthers, Beyond the Sunset.

(
12
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THE SECOND ADVENTURE— DISCOVERING CANADA

TOPIC IV.

THE FISHERMEN STEP IN
1500 - 1600

SYNOPSIS.

John Cabot and his crew were the first white men to land in North America anc

report upon it, but the fishermen were the real discoverers of Canada. When they hean
of the Cod Banks, dozens of them began sailing across the Atlantic every spring. When drie(

instead of salted cod were demanded, they landed on the strange shores to dry their catche

and soon knew all the best beaches. The French fishermen discovered the Gulf of St

Lawrence, and at least two of them sailed far up the river. When the French King appointee

Jacques Cartier to seek a waterway through the land to the Pacific, he followed the fishei

men inland. But the winters were cold and the attempt at settlement failed.

THE FISHERMEN KNOCK AT THE DOOR.

I. Note Details. Answer without looking at the book.

1.

Name the four countries from which most of the fishermen came:

2. PYom whom did they hear of the new fisheries?

3. In what size of boat did they cross the Atlantic?

4. What did they fear?

5. What bold animals did they meet?

6. List four qualities they must have had:

II. Map Work. (1) Trace your topic map and on it draw the Grand Banks and the tw(

smaller Banks, and print their names on them. (2) Draw a poster on Labrador on you
topic map. Print on it the heading. The Sea Is: Under the heading print 3 words tha

tell the qualities of the sea that make it good for cod.

III. Picture Study. Study the picture on page 32 and contrast a fishing boat of the 1600’

with a modern one in:

1. size

2. material made of

3. motive power



THE WOPvLD IS PROVED ROUND.

I. Who (Study the map on page 35. Then try to answer without looking at it).

1. proved it? How?

2. reached the Spice Islands?

3. reached India?

4. discovered the Isthmus of Panama?

5. discovered the River St. Lawrence?

6. discovered Brazil?

' 7. discovered Mexico?

8. now entered the race?

pARTIER FOLLOWS THE FISHERMEN IN.

I

I. Map Work.

1. Draw on your topic miap, Cartier’s first and second voyages, with arrowed lines in

I different colours. Show his second return journey through the Strait of Canso.

' 2. Print the names of the two Indian towns he visited.

3. Draw a circle round the region that the Indians called Canada. Print the name
Canada small inside the circle.

4. Below the map print the name New France large to show that it was then the

1
name of the whole country. Print also, in the right places, the names: St. John’s,

! Bay Chaleur, Gaspe, River St. Charles, Lachine.

I III. Make Notes for a character sketch of Jacques Cartier by mentioning a thing he did that

,|
proves that he was:

j 1. prepared for his work

ji
2. careful 3. persistent

4. popular 5. cruel

JII. A Sad Story. Write the story of Marguerite de Roberval in three sentences, telling how
ji it began, v/hat happened, and how it ended.

(15)



IN THE QUEEN’S NAME.1.

Why did:

1. England claimed Newfoundland?

2. Queen Elizabeth send Gilbert to take possession of it?3.

Gilbert refuse to go aboard the Golden Hind?
11.

A Scroll. Draw a scroll across the Arctic Islands on your topic map and print Sir Hun
phrey’s name and famous speech upon it.

III. Dramatize, or Pantomime, the scene illustrated on page 42. (Don’t miss the young la

on the left. What is he being reprimanded for?)

DRY FISHING.

I. Summary. Make a summary of this section by choosing a title for each paragraph

part of a paragraph, and listing them under these headings. The hrst heading is don

as a sample.

DRY FISHING

Introduction. C. First Fishing Stations.

(a) How green fishing is done.

(b) Dry hshing is more profitable.

(c) The race for shore.

(d) How the plant is set up.

B. Fishing and Drying.

(a)

(C)

(b)

(^)

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

II. Newfoundland. Write a short note in your Newfoundland History, recording Sir Hurt

phrey’s visit.

TOPIC REVIEW.

I. Compare fishing on the Banks long ago with that done today. For information abon

Canada today see the Canada Year Book.

1. Of the eight kinds of fish listed by Anthony Parkhurst, which is caught in the larges

numbers today? 2. What is the value of the fish caught o

the Banks today? 3. Is the supply as large as ever?

4. What method of replacement of this resource was used in Pari

; is used today?

(
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II. Tell:1.

What things each of Canada’s two mother people did for her.

(a) The English (2)

(b) The French (3)
2.

How Canada’s first industry led to her second.

3.

How her second industry led to her Second Adventure.

dl. The Continuity of the Story. Tell what two steps forward were taken by civilized men
in Canada in the 1600’s.

1

2

V. Research Problem. Graph. Draw a line graph to show how far into Canada civilized

men had advanced by 1600. Draw a base line to represent the width of Canada. Begin

at the east end and mark off, and print the names of the places reached and the men
I

who reached them.

I

^Mibrary Reading:

Leacock, S., The Mariner of St. Malo.
Carruthers, Beyond the Sunset.

'

I

Averill, E., The Voyages of Jacques Cartier.

‘Chester, S. P., Pathfinders to America.
McKinley, M. B., Canadian Heroines of Pioneer Days, (pages 28 to 34, Marguerite de Roberval)

I

Sutherland, J. C., Jacques Cartier.

Wallace, W. S., With Sword and Trowel.

I;

tory to Read:

McNeil, E., The Shores of Adventure.

(
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TOPIC V.

SYNOPSIS.

THE FUR TRADERS TAKE POSSESSION
1600 - 1635 .

When the Freneh fishermen moved into the Gulf of St. Lawrence, they met Indians

tvearing beautiful furs which they gladly traded for a knife or a few beads. This rich trade

interested even the nobility of France, and the king gave a monopoly of it to several of them
in turn. Each promised to build a colony in “New France” and search for a waterway
ihrough the land to the Pacific. The first attempts failed, but in 1605 de Monts built Port

Royal and, in 1608, Champlain founded Quebec and explored as far west as Lake Huron.

FURS WERE AS GOOD AS GOLD.

1.

Enter the Fur Traders. Picture Study (Note Details). Study the pictures of the fur

:
traders (page 47) and name:

1. the most striking difference between the civilized and uncivilized men

;

2. the fashionable fur 3. three things

I

offered in trade
; ;

ill. Slogan. Trace America on your topic map and sketch a beaver hat in the northwest corner

of it. Opposite it print a slogan suitable for the fur trade.

111. Vocabulary. Look these words up in the dictionary and write their meanings below.

I

1. gunwales

2. monopoly

I

3. monopolist

PORT ROYAL.
I

I. Map Work.

1. Trace Europe on your topic map and print, in the right places, the names of the

fishing countries and ports.

i 2. Draw, with arrowed lines, the route by which the English were searching for a north-

I

west passage; and the route by which the French hoped to get through North Amer-

j

ica to the Pacific. Print the names of the explorers on their routes.

i ll. Explain why:

1. The French King wanted a settlement in New France

2.

How he planned to pay for it.

3.

Why the fishing ports objected to this.



III. Outline. Make an outline of Champlain’s report to the king by listing the three

important things he learned about Canada on his trip up the St. Lawrence, and the

conclusions he drew.

Champlain’s Report to the King of France.

A

B

C

D. Conclusion

IV. Welcome and Farewell. St. Croix’s was a sad story, but Port Royal had a happy one
(except the ending). As you read them you can tell how their people felt. Write a

word telling how they felt:

1. when they could not find the scurvy-curing tree 2. when

building Port Royal 3. when they heard what the ports

were doing 4. when the winter was so mild

5. when they formed the Order of Good Times

6. when they were ordered back to France

7. and name the farmer , the explorer

, the historian , and the villains of the piece

ENGLAND STEPS OUT.

I. Map Work. Print in the right places on your topic map the names of the three chief

powers in North America with the names of their colonies.

II. Virginia. The characters:

1. Who founded Virginia? 2. What threatened it?

3. Who saved it? 4. Who and

what brought it prosperity? 5. Who had returned to Port

Royal? 6. Who ordered whom

to drive the French out? 7. Why?

8. Who gave up? 9. Who was the heir?

(20)



III. Newfoundland’s Story. France and England worked hard to found Acadia, Canada, and

Virginia, but Newfoundland founded herself in spite of all the English could do to stop

her. Write a short “short” story telling of her beginning.

CHAMPLAIN FOUNDS QUEBEC.

I. Reasons. Give the reasons why:

1. Champlain suggested building their colony on the St. Lawrence.

2. Quebec was a good location

3. He took sides with the Northern Indians.

ftj 4. He needed money

5. He persuaded the king to give the fur monopoly to a company.

6. And tell what the ports said to the Company.

II. Map Work. Study the picture of Champlain’s habitation and sketch a tiny copy of

^

it at Quebec. Sketch a palisade at Tadoussac to show that it was only a trading post.

Draw the Richelieu River and Lake Champlain, and sketch a little picture of the battle

fought there.

fiTHE DISCOVERY OF ONTARIO.

i
I. Dramatize the scene in Tessouat’s camp. Or, in your Book Diary, write the speeches as

iin a play. Make up some of your own.



11. The Villains.1.

Meantime what were the ports doing?

and saying?2.

What two important new kinds of people did Champlain bring back with him?

CHAMPLAIN OPENS THE OTTAWA ROUTE.
I. Map Study. The Ottawa route was very important. It was the route by which the

fur trade was carried on and Canada was explored for 200 years. Study your map of it

(p. 62) and copy the route on your topic map. Draw a tiny ladder to mark one portage

they would have to make, and sketch a Staring Hair on the French River. Draw Lake
Simcoe and Champlain’s route to his second battle with the Iroquois.

THE FATHER OF CANADA.

I. List five things that Champlain did for Canada that make it fair to call him the Father

of our Country.

1

2

3

4

5

II. Character Study. Study the pictures of Champlain and think over his story. Write six

to ten single words that describe him.

TOPIC REVIEW.

I. Purposes. Tell:

1. What the nations of Western Europe were trying to do.

2. How the English and French were trying to do this.

3.

Why the French founded Port Royal and Quebec.
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4. W4iy De Monts and Champlain traded in furs.

II. Graph. Draw a line graph representing the width of Canada, and mark off on it the

distances west reached by: the fishermen, Cartier, the fur traders, Champlain.

hll. Notes. Write short notes on the first colonies in Newfoundland and the United States.

IV. The Continuity of the Story. Topic five tells of five steps forward that Canada took in

I

Champlain’s time (1604-1635). List them after these headings:

!
1 . Territory

2. Settlements

3. Exploration

4. Industry

5. Set Canada’s face and feet

V. Research Problem. Brief Biography. Etienne Brule and Jean Nicolet, two of Cham-
I

plain’s young men, travelled farther west than Ontario. Read an account of one of them
' and note it in your Book Diary. Print their names on your line graph.

Library Reading:

;

Burpee, L.
J., The Discovery of Canada (Chap. 4 on Champlain),

j

Cranston, J. H., Etienne Brule.
1 Jarvis, J.,

Louis Hebert.
Tharp, L. H. Champlain, Northwest Voyageur.

iStories to Read:

Dickie and Others, Canadian School Plays (Canada’s First Xmas Party).

!

Hooke, One-Act Plays from Canadian History (Champlain’s marriage).

I

McNeil, E., For the Glory of France.



(
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TOPIC VI.

SYNOPSIS.

ENTER NOVA SCOTIA AND ONTARIO
1635-1660

In spite of Champlain’s long years of hard work, Canada did not grow, nor
did Acadia. The missionaries did good work in Christianizing the Indians, and the fur trade

Nourished, but the fur company kept settlers out of the country for fear they would drive

iway the fur-bearing animals. So the colonies remained small and poor. Being defenceless,

:hey were now threatened with capture and destruction. Acadia had English Newfoundland
lorth of her and English Massachusetts south of her. The Puritan colony claimed all North
America and continually raided Acadia who in turn raided her. Inland the fierce Iroquois

blanned to destroy the Hurons and Canadians who had driven them south to the St.

La^vrence. They swept the Hurons from their Ontario lands. Canada was saved from their

first attack by the heroic Dollard; but the Canadians now got no furs from the west and
ivere reduced almost to starvation.

PICTURE OF YOUNG CANADA.

;

I. Report. Make a statistical report of conditions in Canada across James Bay on your
topic map. Give figures for these headings: white men, families, trading posts; and

!
names for these: industries, markets, kinds of transport.

II. Poster. Sketch across Labrador on your topic map a poster advertising the six-day Fur
' Fair at Three Rivers. Print Three Rivers, Quebec, and Montreal on your topic map.

JII. Explain:

1.

Why the Canadians complained.

2.

Why the Company of Habitants failed.

3.

The Huron “Middleman” system by which the Canadians got furs from the west.

ACADIA BECOMES NOVA SCOTIA.

I. Map Work. Draw boxes on your topic map around Acadia and New England (Massa-
chusetts) to show the size and position of each.

i

II. Reports. East of Acadia’s box, and inside New England’s box, print statistical reports

i

of the colonies under the headings: population, trading posts, industries, markets.

III. The New Neighbours. Character Study. These phrases tell you what kind of people

i

the Puritans were. Write a word that describes them after each phrase.
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1. worshipped as they pleased 2. wore plain clothes

3. began two months’ washing

4. believed in governing themselves 5. built up Industrie;

6. would seize Acadia’s ships and ports

IV. Compare and draw a conclusion. Compare the three reports on your topic map anc

draw a conclusion as to which kind of colony would seem to be the most successful

company-governed or self-governed.

V. The La Tour Story.

1. Map Work. Print in the right places on your topic map, the names of the foui

traders and their chief trading posts.

2. Outline a Play on the La Tour Story by filling in the facts opposite these headings

ACT I. Scene

Characters

Action

ACT II. Scene

Characters

Action

ACT III. Scene

Characters

Action

3. Memorial Plaque. At Fort Saint John on your topic map, draw a memorial plaqu(

and print Lady La Tour’s name on it.

The School for Sailors.

1. Effects. Give the effects of each of these causes:

1. The Newfoundlanders had no governor to protect them, so

2. England was building up her fleet, so

3.

The voyage to the Newfoundland fisheries was good training, so
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4.

England did not want people to live in Newfoundland, so she

5.

In spite of the laws settlers went to Newfoundland, so6.

The settlers defended themselves so bravely that

II. Poster. Dra^v' a poster north of Newfoundland on your topic map and print on it, in

short form, three of the harsh laws.

THE CHURCH WINS ONTARIO.

I. Map Work. Draw the Ottawa route on your topic map. Study the map of the early mis-

sions (p. 79) and print on your map the names of the three chief missions.

II. Summary. Make a summary of the story of early Ontario and Canada by filling in the

facts after these headings:

A. The Jesuits’ Plan.

(a) Reception

(b) Achievements

(c) Founding of Montreal

(d) Sad ending

B. The Iroquois’ Plan.

(a) The attacks on Hurons and Canadians

(b) The Heroes.

C. Canada in Despair.

THE NEIGHBOURS.

1. Explain, in your “Short Histories,” who the Puritans were, and what is meant by
’’The School for Sailors.”

(
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TOPIC REVIEW.

I. Who was or were:

1. Madame Couillard

2. Nicholas Denys

3. Sir Richard Whitbourne

4. Acadia’s Neighbours

5. Maisonneuve

6. The Martyrs

7. The Heroes

II. How did Acadia become Nova Scotia?

III. The Continuity of the Story. List the three steps forward that Canada (New France)

took in this period, and the danger that threatened Canada and Acadia.

1. In industry

2. In settlements

3. In territory

4. What danger threatened civilized man in New France?

IV. Research Problem. Read the story of one or more of Canada’s first heroines: Lady La
Tour, Marie de I’lncarnation (Mother Superior), Marguerite Bourgeois (teacher), Jeanne
Mance (nurse). The girls of the class might give a programme, telling these and other
stories; the boys might give one telling the brave stories of Maisoneuve, Dollard; Fathers
Brebeuf, Lalement, Jogues; Brule Nicolet, Francois Marguerite, and others.

Library Reading:

Burkholder, M., Madame La Tour.
Canadian Geographic, September 1948, the Huron Martyrs’ Memorial.
Hale, K., Jeanne Mance.

Stories to Read:

Brill, E. C., Madeleine Takes Command.
Catherwood, The Romance of Dollard.

McDowell, F. D., The Champlain Road.

(
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TOPIC VII.

HOW CANADA WAS SAVED
1660-1682

SYNOPSIS.

Company government had built up only one industry, the fur trade, in Canada.
When the Iroquois destroyed that, the colony seemed doomed. But there were already Cana-
dians who loved their country. One of them, Pierre Boucher of Three Rivers, went to

France to beg help of the king. The help was given. Canada was made a Royal Province
governed by a governor and council under the King of France. Troops were sent out to

subdue the Iroquois, and Intendant Talon came out to put the colony on her feet. He
did this by a vigorous immigration policy, settling farmers on the land and so providing a

second industry to support the settlement. In a small way, Grandfontaine did the same in

Acadia. New France was small and poor compared to the self-governing English colonies,

but she now got a start. Under Royal government there began to be a constant flow, from
Canada to France, of reports.

What Boucher told Colbert.

I. Summary. Summarize Bouchers report on Canada in 1663. Choose the topics of your
paragraphs as your main headings. Label the details with small letters under your main
headings. A good report should not have too many sub-headings. Give only main details.

II. Dates. Note that the 1500’s are called the sixteenth, or 16th, century; the 1600’s, the

seventeenth, or 17th, century, and so on. Write the long and short forms of these dates:

1. 900’s ; 2. 1200’s ;

3. 1700’s ; 4. 1900’s

III. Picture Study. Compare the costume of the 16th century (pp. 36, 39) with that of the

17th century (pp. 49, 87, 92, 95)

(
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IV. Sketch one of de Tracy’s young men in costume in the north-east corner of your topic

map.

V. Opinion. Give your opinion, with a reason for it, as to whether Canadian boys and

girls have changed since Boucher’s day.

CANADA BECOMES A ROYAL PROVINCE OF FRANCE

I. The New System of Government. State:

1. How Canada had been governed before this

2.

How the country progressed under that system.

3.

What were the names and duties of the new officials?

' (a)

(b)

;

(c)

(d)

,11. Map Work. Draw in the right places on your topic map, the Richelieu and Hudson

I

Rivers. Print the names on Sorel, Albany, the Hudson River, the Iroquois country;

and mark the soldiers’ trail through the snow from Quebec with footprints.

III. The burning of the crops was cruel, but what was the effect of de Tracy’s march?

IVHEN CANADA WAS YOUNG.

I. Vocabulary. Look up, and write, the meanings of these words. Remember to choose

I

meanings to fit the sentences.

I

1. feudal system

I

2. intendant

; 3. seigneur

4.

seigneury

I
5. habitant

;

6. frontage

7. cariole



11.

The Seigneury. The Cost of Living.

1. A seigneury usually contained about 12 square miles. With 640 acres to the square

mile and 160 acres to a habitant, how many tenants could a seigneury have?

2. What would be his total rent in dollars? 3. Could he live on that

in those days?

III. Lay out a seigneury. About 1^” from the top of your topic map, draw a 4” line to

represent the one-mile frontage. Suppose your seigneur kept 1” (14 mile) frontage for

himself, divide the remainder into habitant farms. If you give each habitant Y4 mile

frontage, how many habitants would your seigneur have?

Why did the habitants insist on a bit of “frontage on the river”?

Study a picture of a manor house and mill (p. 93) and sketch on your drawing the build-

ings a seigneur was required to build for his habitants. Print a few French-Canadian
names on your “ribbon” farms and fill in the back of the seigneury with trees.

IV. The Marriage Market. A man had two strikes against him in the marriage market

of young Canada. What were they?

V. The habitant made a good living after the first hard years. Tell:

(a) the things he did for himself.

(b) the amusements he had

VII. He had five friends. Tell what each did for him.

1. The Seigneur

2. Talon

3. The Captain

4. The Cure

5. Bishop Laval

VIII. Canada Begins to Support Herself. Report. Prepare the statistical report on Canada
that Talon might have made to the king when he returned to France in 1672. Print

these headings down the left side of your topic map, across and under James Bay:

Population, Industries, Markets, Living Conditions, Government, Danger; and fill out

the facts opposite each (use figures or single words).

NOVA SCOTIA AND HER NEIGHBOURS.

I. Acadia Begins to Grow. Map Work. Study a map of Acadia in the late 1600’s (p. 102).

Sketch on your topic map: churches to mark the two chief settlements, and palisades to

mark the trading posts, and print the names on them. Mark the Indian trail up the

Saint John with tiny trees, and across to the St. Lawrence with a straight line.
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II. Cause and effect. State the causes of these effects:1.

Grandfontaine’s settlers knew how to use dikes

2.

Acadia’s trade with the English was secret3.

d’alon’s road to Acadia was never built

4.

The coureurs de bois came down from Canada

5.

St. Castin was the most interesting of them

6.

French and English raided across the border

III. Name five things that were improved in

Newfoundland.

IV. Map Work. Study your map of the English

I

colonies (p. 104) and copy it in this space.

!

Print the names of the sea coast colonies

j

off shore, and the names of the inland

[

colonies, inland. Use abbreviations of the

names when you need to do so.

CHAPTER REVIEW.

j

I. Summarized Report. Extend the lines

!
under the facts in Talon’s report right

across your topic map. On the top line

1
(in line with “Headings”) space out the

' names: Canada, Acadia, English Colonies,

Newfoundland. Using the same headings,

fill in the right facts for each colony. Use
figures and abbreviated words.

j

II. Copy the Newfoundland and New England

!

parts of your report into your “Short
Histories.”
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III. The Very Important People (V.I.P.’s). Tell in two or three words what each one did.

Boucher 7. St. Castin

Louis XIV 8. Kirke

De Tracy 9, Treworgie

Talon 10. Puritans ..

Laval 11. Baltimore

Grandfontaine 12. Penn

IV. The Continuity of the Story. The Second Adventure: Discovering Canada.

1.

In this adventure civilized men took possession of what parts of North America?

2.

They advanced farther inland in Canada than elsewhere. Name the men who led

the way with the place reached by each.

3.

Civilized men were now using what resources?

V. Research Problem. Make a class collection of pictures, stories, songs, articles, about the

seigneurs and habitants.

Library Reading:

Locke, G. H., When Canada Was New France.

Burpee, L.
J.,

Encyclopaedia of Canadian History (Makers of Canada).

(
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THE THIRD ADVENTURE: EXPLORING CANADA

TOPIC VIII.

CANADA TAKES POSSESSION OF THE GREAT WEST

SYNOPSIS.
1663 - 1684

While Talon worked out his immigration policy in Canada, he had his eye also

on the fast-growing English colonies. He was afraid that they would burst through the

mountains and seize the vast middle west of America. So he sent men to do that first. Even
before his time Canadians had been poking their noses into it. Now missionaries, coureurs,

officials, great explorers, even the Indians, helped to open up the country beyond the Great

Lakes. Their adventures were even more dangerous and exciting than those of modern
travellers, for they had unknown savages as well as unknown country to contend with. They
“unrolled the map”. We can only copy it as we follow their long trails, but even that is fun.

Everybody likes a map. Let us illustrate the “unrolling” map of Canada.

THE SITUATION.
I, Sign Post. In the northwest corner of your topic map draw a sign post pointing west.

Under the arm, print the names and dates of those who had led the way across Canada:

Cabot, the fishermen, Cartier, Champlain, Brule, Nicolet, Eather Jogues (Sault Ste.

Marie, 1641), Eather Allouez (Chequamegon, 1666).

II. Graph. Over Newfoundland on your topic map, draw a graph, with closed doors or

gates, showing what the English colonies might do to Canada’s narrow eastern doorways

(Straits of Belle Isle, Cabot, Canso).

in. Print the names of the Hurons and Ottawas in their new homes on your topic map,

and draw the route the first party took to reach Three Rivers.

GO WITH GROSEILLIERS AND RADISSON.

I. Words you will need. Look up these words in the dictionary and write their meanings

below:

1. ambush

2. palisade

3. license

4. coureur de bois

II. Map Work. Trace your topic map and mark the two journeys of Radisson and
Groseilliers with different coloured lines. Print in the right places the names: Sault Ste.

Marie, Green Bay, Eox River, Sioux, Mandan, Cree. In the corner of your topic map
print a “legend” to show the colour you use for the journeys of the different explorers.

III. Achievements. The adventures of Radisson and Groseilliers were so exciting that one
is apt to forget what important work they did for Canada. List their achievements:

1

4

2

5

6

(
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IV. News Story. Imagine yourself a reporter and write a news story describing one of the

two fights: Green Bay or The Long Sault.

V. Character Study. Radisson was a lively, talkative, venturesome fellow who wrote a lively

book about their adventures, but it is believed that Groseilliers was the business man
:

of the partnership. Write a character study of him by listing five things that he did.

After each one write the quality of character his action shows.

I
1

2

3

4
5

^HE FATHERS EXPLORE THE “UPPER COUNTRY”.
I L Explain:

i

1. How the flight of the tribes into the west helped exploration?

2. How the Fathers helped exploration:

i
IL Two New Routes. Map Work. Draw on your topic map the two new routes from

Canada to Sault Ste. Marie and print the name of the discoverer on each.

fll. Sign Post. Compare. In the Atlantic east of Lake Erie on your topic map, draw a sign

' post pointing west. Under the heading “Three Routes West,” list the three routes and
compare them for length, safety, difficulty.

IV. First Tourists. Picture Study. Study the picture on page 116, and tell which is which:

Dollier
,
Joliet , La Salle - -

’ V. Summarize Galinee’s report to Talon under these main headings:

A. Routes followed:

(a)

(b)
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B. Type of country found:

(a)

(b)

(c)

Illustrate your summary with a marginal drawing of Galinee’s map of Lake Huron
(He made Huron and Michigan one lake. It was the Fathers who discovered that there

were two.)

GROSEILLIERS AND RADISSON AGAIN.
I. Quiz Program.

(a) Who gave the “Gentlemen” their name?

(b) What is a charter?

(c) What “right” did Charles give the “Gentlemen”?

(d) Would that mean the water of it or the land round it?

(e) What right had England to give away Hudson Bay?

II. Trace Groseillier’s voyage to Rupert River and sketch a small trading post with thf

Hudson’s Bay Company flag hying over it. Print the names, Groseillier and Radisson
along the route, and the initials H.B.Co. near the post.

THE TAKING POSSESSION PARTIES.

I. Dramatize the taking possession party at Sault Ste. Marie. Or sketch the scene in tht

space south of the Ohio River on your topic map.

H. Map Work. Draw Father Albanel’s route to Hudson Bay and print his name and thJ
date, 1672, on it. Joliet and Marquette crossed over from Green Bay to the Wisconsir
River and so into the Mississippi. Trace their route, and print their names and th(

date, 1673, at the lowest point they reached on the Mississippi.

FRONTENAC MOVES SETTLEMENT WEST.
1. Picture Study. Study the picture of Frontenac arriving to face the Iroquois at For

Frontenac. Mention hve things that you think might make the Indians call him th(

Great Onontio.

(a) Things about himself:

(b) Things about the scene:

(
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II. Debate. Give two reasons why:

1. Frontenac and La Salle built Fort Frontenac.

(a)

(b)

2. Montreal and Albany traders objected to it.

(a)

(b)

3. Fort Frontenac and Niagara were important to Canada.

LA SALLE WINS THE GREAT SOUTH WEST.

I

I. Radio Script. La Salle’s is the finest of all the explorers’ stories. Why?

Write a synopsis of it to be used as a radio script.

II. Trace La Salle’s journeys down the Illinois River to the mouth of the Mississippi; and
! from France to his death on the Gulf of Mexico. Mark the place of his death with a

i “broken column” memorial with his name and the date.

jTOPIC REVIEW.

I

1. Everybody helped Canada Win the West. Tell how each of these people helped:

1. The Indians

; 2. Groseilliers and Radisson

3. The Fathers

j

4. Joliet and Pere
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5. Du Casson

6. Galinee

7. Talon

8. St. Lusson

9. Albanel

10. Frontenac

11. Du Luth

12. La Salle

II. Continuity of the Story.

1. In Topic Vn Canada was saved from whom?

2. Canada and Acadia were threatened by whom?

3. In Topic VIII what great step forward did she take?

4. Canada had seized a magnificent territory, but she had a great weakness. What was it?

III. Research Problem. Read a biography of Daniel Du Luth, the greatest of the coureurs,

and write a synopsis of it in your Book Diary. It should be useful as a “talk” when you
are called upon for one.

Library Reading:

Burpee, L. J., The Discovery of Canada (Chap. 5, LaSalle, Brule, Marquelle, Joliet).

Garland, A., The Adventurers of England on Hudson Bay.
Guillet, E. and M., The Pathfinders of North America.
Karr, W. J.,

Explorers, Soldiers and Statesmen (Chapters 8 and 12, Talon, Frontenac).

Laut, A. C., Marquette and Pathfinders of the West (for Radisson).

'Lawrence, M., LaSalle.

Pierce, L., Our Dominion, vol. 1.

Syme, R., Bay of the North.
Tharp, L. H., Company of Adventurers.

Williams, H. E., Count de Frontenac.

Stories to Read:

Doyle, C., The Refugees.

Dwight, A., Drums in the Forest.

McNeil, E., Daniel du Luth and Tonty of the Iron Hand.
Seaman, A. H., Little Mamselle of the Wilderness.

(
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TOPIC IX.

THE FIGHT FOR CANADA
1682 - 1763 .

SYNOPSIS.

The purpose of this chapter is to give you a picture of life in Canada in the firs

half of the 1700 s. We have been living in the first half of the 1900’s, and we should be

able to understand and sympathize with our forefathers of 200 years ago because they livec

their lives, as we have lived ours, in the shadow of world war. Their first war ended ir

1713; ours began in 1914. Their next 30 years were spent in restless, unsettled conditions
just as ours were. Their second World War was fought in the 1740-50’s, as ours was in th(

1940-50’s. It will be interesting to make comparisons.

THE SITUATION.

I. The Scene. Map Work. First let us try to build up a picture of the Canada that oui

forefathers knew. Trace your topic map. Then, with straight lines, mark off tht

boundaries of Canada as they were in the 1680’s, after she had taken possession of the

Great West. (You need only cut out James Bay, Newfoundland, and the English Colonies),

Mark the few towns in each colony with stars, and the few trading posts with tiny squares

for forts, d’hen look at your map and imagine the land, except for the sea and riverside

settlements, covered with magnificent hardwood forests. Imagine out roads, cities, fac-

! tories, all the transport and traffic of the 1900’s. That was Canada in the 1700’s.

II. Cartoon. East of Boston on your topic map, sketch a cartoon of the two mother countries

quarreling, while their daughters tug-of-war over the boundary and furs, and the Cana-

dian daughter hastily builds a fort to shut in the English daughter.

THE PEOPLE: MILITARY.

,
I. The Raiders: List one thing you learned from each story about life in the 1700’s.

1. The Massacre of Lachine
!

j

2. The Commandos

3. Sir William Phipps

; 4. D’Iberville’s Raid

i

5. A Polite Conquest

II. Opinion. How, in your opinion, do the soldiers of the 17th century compare with ours

;
of the 19th century

III. Sketch soldiers of the 18th and 20th centuries on your topic map west of the Mississippi,
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:V. Compare. Study the pictures on pages 130, 131, 132, 134, and compare war in the

1700’s with war in the 1900’s in:

i

1. Costume

2. Weapons -

3. Communications

4. Customs

V. The Treaty of Utrecht had what effect on:

1. Canada

2. Acadia

3. Newfoundland

4. The inter-war peace

i 5. Change Canada’s boundary line on your topic map to show that Acadia now belonged

i
to the English colonies, leaving the two islands to France. Note Canada’s narrow

I

doorway. Print the names on the two French islands.

THE PEOPLE: CITIZENS.

.
I. Character Study. List the qualities of character you noted in the people in the stories of:

I

1. Montreal

I

2. Quebec

! 3. Habitants

I

I
4. English colonies

i

II. Draw a conclusion about people then and now

fll. News Story. Study the picture on page 140. Then write a headline and news story about

I

i fire fighting in the 17 th century.
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PREPARATIONS FOR THE FIGHT.
I. Diagram Canada’s Fighting Lines. Mark with squares on your topic map Canada’s back

line—the chain of forts from Quebec to New Orleans. Draw larger squares for our
front line posts—Louisburg, Beausejour, Crown Point and Duquesne— and connect
them by straight lines (see map, page 145). Join Quebec to Louisburg to show that it was
the anchor of both lines. Print the names of these front line forts. Now draw our indus-

trial line, the trading posts the Verendryes built around Hudson Bay. Mark the posts

with small stars, and print the modern names on those we use today.

II. Opinion. Considering that Canada had then a very small, poor, and scattered popu-
lation, what do you think of that for preparations for defence?

III. Compare the kinds of defence prepared then with those we make today.

THE CURTAIN RAISER.

I. What is a “Curtain Raiser”?

II. Headline and Sketch. East of Hudson Bay on your topic map, print a newspaper head-

line announcing the fall of Louisburg, and under it sketch the scene.

III. Letter Home. Imagine yourself a boy or girl among the Halifax settlers. Write a short

letter to a friend in England, describing the building of the town.

THE LAST ROUND. THE SEVEN YEARS WAR.
I. Map Work. In the first year of the war (1755) Canada held Duquesne, Niagara, Crown

Point; the English took Beausejour. Sketch a monument for Braddock and his men
under Eort Duquesne, and print C under the Canadian wins, and E under the English.

II. Compare the expulsion of the Acadians with the Nazi displacement of persons in World
War II, as to (compare in words, not figures):

1. Numbers of people displaced

2. Cruelty of officials

3. Help for the displaced



4.

The effect of war on the life of the people (1700’s - 1900’s).

5.

Bigot, with the profiteer and blackmarketeer of today

IV. Inscription. Compose a suitable inscription for the monument to Montcalm and Wolfe
and print it on your topic map between Hudson Bay and the Great Lakes.

V. Britain Won the War, but Parkman, the famous American historian, praises the Cana-
dians for their skill, spirit, and courage. Give an example of each. Their:

1.

skill is shown by

i 2. spirit is shown by

I

3. courage is shown by

IrOPIC REVIEW. The Characters in the Story.

I. Who (one word answers):

' 1. burst through the

Appalachians?

11 .

12 .

2.

built a chain of forts?

13.

3. caused the Massacre of

Lachine?

4. carried his pipe? 15.

5. raised a treasure ship?

6. rebuilt their homes? 16.

7. was heaved over logs? 17.

8. made a sensation in London? 18.

9. entertained ladies to breakfast? 19.

10.

vowed not to wear ribbons 20.

or lace?

was rough and tough?

was dignified?

was happy?

was independent?

had an Industrial Line of

Defence?

took Louisburg?

expelled the Acadians?

was a greedy traitor?

were great leaders?

admired Canada’s defence?

II. Write in your “Short Histories” brief accounts of what happened to Newfoundland and
the English colonies.

III. The Continuity of the Story.

1. What were the situations of the combatants?
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(a) Canada: advantages

disadvantages

(b) English Colonies:

advantages

disadvantages

2 . What two important achievements did Canada make in the war?

(a) -

(b)

IV. Research Problem. Pierre de la Verendrye was born an explorer, but fate made him a fur

trader. Yet he and his sons and nephew, Jemeraye, carried Canada west into what is

now Manitoba, reached the Saskatchewan, and explored the Missouri to within sight of

the Rockies. Read a story about them in a reference book and write a short account
of them in your Book Diary.

Library Reading:

Doughty, H. G., The Acadian Exiles.

Laut, A. C., Pathfinders of the West (Chap. 8, Verendrye).

Macdonald, A., Canadian Portraits (Chap. 1, Wolf and Montcalm).
Marshall, H. E., Our Island Story (pp. 434-441, Winning of Canada).
Morton, A., Under Western Stars (Verendrye).

Stories to Read:

Choate, F., and Curtis, E., The Crimson Shawl.

Gaither, F., The Painted Arrow.
Hodgson, J. C. G., The Lion and the Lily.

Longfellow, H., Evangeline.

Pendexter, H., The Red Road.
Parker, Sir G., The Seats of the Mighty.
Quiller-Couch, Sir A. T. Fort Amity.
Watson, V., Flags Over Quebec.
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TOPIC X.

SYNOPSIS.

BRITAIN TAKES OVER CANADA
1760 - 1783.

The purpose of this topic is to show how the British and French Canadians, by kind-

ness and good sense on both sides, became friends. The Indians at first resisted the British;

but the Canadians returned quietly to their own way of life and, with British markets now
open to them, they began to prosper. A few British merchants settled in Montreal, and New
Englanders began moving into Nova Scotia. Britain divided eastern North America into five

parts and arranged for the government of her new colonies. She had hardly completed these

arrangements when her “old” English colonies rebelled, separated from her, and formed the

United States. This topic calls for Posters.

THE BRITISH AND CANADIANS MAKE FRIENDS.

I. Character Study. List three qualities of character that made Generals Murray, Gage, Bur-

ton and Haldimand good men for the job of taking over Canada.

II. Debate. Imagine yourself a native-born Canadian in the 1760 s, trying to decide whether
to remain in Canada under the British, or to move to France.

1. Write down your points for, and against, remaining in Canada.

Points For Points Against

1 1

2.

3.

4.

5 5

2. Consider and Decide. Consider your points for and against, and decide which you
would have done. Write your decision with the main reason for it:

THE CONSPIRACY OF PONTIAC.
I. Cause and effect. Print Detroit on your topic map and give the causes of these effects.

1. The western Indians turned against the British
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3. The other forts fell at once

4. The Indians gave up the fight

5. Britain cut off both Canada and the English colonies from the Indian country
6.

The fur traders were furious at this

11. Pantomime. The scene of the arrival of the armed and blanketed chiefs at the Council

Hall in Detroit makes a fine pantomime and is easily staged.

HOW AMERICA WAS DIVIDED.

I. Map Work. Study the map of America in 1763-83 (page 158). Trace, and rule lines

on, your topic map, marking off roughly the five parts into which Britain divided

eastern North America. (Don’t forget St. Pierre and Miquelon. Print “France” under
them. They still belong to her). Draw in red Canada’s former boundaries: roughly,

Hudson Bay, the Mississippi, the Ohio River, and the high land south of the St. Law-
rence River.

' II. Posters. Draw a poster in the Atlantic south of Nova Scotia, and print on it the heading:
' Nova Scotia’s Government. Under that print the names of the three parts of her govern-

ment. Also over Canada draw a poster with heading and the names of the two parts of

her government. Below, in brackets, print the name of the part Canada did not get.

NOVA SCOTIA SURGES FORWARD.
I. Headline and Advertisement. In the Atlantic south of Nova Scotia’s Poster on your

topic map, print a headline for the advertisement Governor Lawrence might have put

,

in the Boston newspaper. Under it list the three advantages he had to offer settlers.

11. More Map Work. On your wall map of Canada, find Halifax, Pictou and Maugersville

and print their names in the right places on your topic map. Print also the nationality

j

of the early settlers: English beside Pictou, Scots east, Irish west of Pictou, New Englanders

I
under Maugerville.

HI. Picture Study. It was hard for the women. Study the picture (page 159) and write,

I or quote, a two-line verse Mrs. Harris might have written.

IV. Diary. Write a paragraph that David Burpee might have written in his diary after a trip

I

down the Saint John River to the store. Tell what they bought and invent some little

! adventure they might have had:
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V. Quiz.

1. What did the French call Charlottetown?

2. How did England grant land there?

3. What were the owners called?

4. What harm did they do to the Island?

5. What advantages did the Island offer settlers?

VI. Sketch. In the Gulf of St. Lawrence, north of Isle St. John on your topic map, sketch

a high silk hat and print across it the word ‘Proprietors’.

VII. Character Study. List five qualities of character which you think these early British

settlers in Canada must have had:

NEWFOUNDLAND SEIZES HER CHANCE.

I. Map Work. Draw Newfoundland’s troublesome “French shore” with a red line running
round the coast from Cape Bonavista “round by the north” to Cape Riche (see your wall

map of Canada for places). Tell why this “shore” was so troublesome.

Print on the map of the Big Island three of its musical place names.

II. Poster for Newfoundland. In spite of the French shore, Newfoundland was now making
progress. Draw a poster for her across Labrador on your topic map and print on it five

important gains that she had made. Copy these gains into your Short History of

Newfoundland.

CANADA BEGINS TO PROSPER.

1. Report. Make a summary of a report on Canada’s business (1763-1776) under the

following headings:

A. Farming

B. New Industries

C. Markets

D. Trade

(
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II. State Canada’s Three Problems and tell what was done about each of them.

1

9

3

4. What did the Quebec Act do that displeased the British merchants in Canada?

Pleased the Canadians?

THE ENGLISH COLONIES BECOME THE UNITED STATES.

In the American Revolution the common people of the world took a very important step

forward: they fought for, and won, the right to govern themselves. Encouraged by the

Americans, the common people of France rose and in the French Revolution, seized the

right to govern themselves from their kings and nobles. These revolutions were the

beginning of the free democratic world. They are particularly interesting to us today as

we watch the common people of many nations struggling to get control of their governments.

I. Important Rights.

1. What were the two old “rights” that the Americans already had?

2.

What two new “rights” did they win?

I

II. A Banner for the New Idea. Across the United States on your topic map draw a banner
and print on it the great New Idea: “Everyone has a right to life, liberty and the pur-

suit of happiness.” Tell here what you think that means

Then draw your banner, and print the sentence. You might sketch George Washington
below it.

III. Surprises of the War. Write the causes of these effects.

1. The Canadians did not join the Americans against Britain

2. The Nova Scotians did not join their old friends

3.

Pitt, Howe and many other English people disapproved of the war



IV. A Note. Explain in your Notes on the United States, what important thing she did,

at this time, for herself and for the world.

TOPIC REVIEW.

I. Summarize Canada’s first 20 years under Britain by telling the most important thing

that happened under each of these headings.

A. The Canadians and British Make Friends:

B. British Settlers move into Nova Scotia:.

C. British Merchants take over Canadian business:

D. The English Colonies become the United States:

II. The Continuity of the Story. In this period, Canada:

1. Lost

2. Gained

3. Which of these gains would have most influence upon our country? Give a reason

for your answer

III. Research Problem. Read a book or article about George Washington and write a brief

biography of him in your Book Diary. Benjamin Franklin is another American of this

period who had a very interesting life.

Library Reading:
Dickie, D.

J.,
and Palk, H., Pages from Canada’s Story (pp. 205-226, Indian War, Pontiac).

Karr, W. }., Explorers, Soldiers and Statesmen (Chap. 18, Pontiac).

Locke, G. H., When Canada Was New France (Chap. 7, Pontiac).

Sieges of Quebec (British Regime).

Stories to Read:
Coatsworth, A Toast to the King.
Forbes, E., Johnny Tremain.
Munroe, K., At War with Pontiac.

Richardson,
J., Wacousta.

Raddall, T. H., Son of the Hawk.
Stephen, A. M., Classroom Plays from Canadian History (pp. 81-84, Peace with Pontiac).

Wallace, W. S., With Sword and Trowel.
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TOPIC XI.

THE PEDLARS AND THE GENTLEMEN
THE WINNING OF THE RACE FOR THE WESTERN SEA.

1763 - 1793.

SYNOPSIS.

The purpose of this topic is to show how British and French Canadians worked together

in the fur trade, and became rivals of the English fur traders, the Hudson’s Bay Company.
And-Bow their race for furs, and the lure of the long Canadian trails, carried them forward

in two last, long, magnificent strides, through the forest belt to the Arctic Ocean; and across

the prairies, over the mountains, and down to the Pacific. The 259-year-old search was ended;

the route to the Western Sea was found. This topic needs Map Work.

MILE POSTS.

I. Review the Race so far. Map Work. Trace your topic map of Canada. Find on it and
mark with vertical lines drawn down to the bottom of the map, the “mile post” reached

by each of the explorers who had taken part in the search for a route across Canada up
to this time. Print the name of each explorer at the bottom of his mile post.

THE CONTESTANTS IN THE LAST LAP,

I. Radio Report. Make an outline of the report that a radio reporter might have given

on the two contestants in the race by filling in the facts after these headings:

1. The Gentlemen.

A. Location: D. Advantage:

B. Route used: E. Disadvantage:

C. System of trading: F. Situation at end of War:

2. The Pedlars.

A. Location: D. Advantage:

B. Route used: E. Disadvantage:

C. System of trading: F. Situation at end of War:

THE GENTLEMEN SEND SCOUTS.

I. Diary of Henry Kelsey. Whenever the Canadians interfered with the Hudson’s Bay
Company’s fur trade at any point, the Company sent out scouts to invite new tribes

to bring their furs to the Bay. Kelsey (1691) was the first of these scouts. Here is a

i quotation from his diary. Copy it below in correct English.

“1691. Aug. Ye 20th. Today we pitcht to ye outtermost edge of ye woods. This
plain affords nothing but short round sticky grass and Buffillo and a great sort of

bear wch is bigger than any white Bear and is neither white or black but Silver

< haird like our English rabbit. Ye Buffillo likewise is not like those to ye Northward,
their horns like an English ox but black and short. Dist 6 miles.”

(
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The White Man’s First Sight of the Prairie

1.

Make an Inference.

1. Anthony Henday tells in his diary of seeing a whole tribe of Indians on horseback.

They would be the Blackfeet, the “Horse Indians”. Infer from this how far west

Henday travelled

2. Henday crossed the prairies 60 years after Kelsey, but he went for the same purpose:

and received the same

reply:

3. State the two reasons given for this reply:

4. State the real reason why remote tribes could not go to the Bay:

III. Map Work. Mark Fort Nelson and York Factory on your topic map, and trace the

journeys of Kelsey and Henday in different colours. Draw Kelsey’s mile post south

from the forks of the Saskatchewan. You might sketch a tiny buffalo above his name.
Henday’s mile post might be drawn down from somewhere near Calgary. Sketch an
Indian on horseback above his name.

THE PEDLARS MOVE IN.

I. The Partners: French and British. Alexander Henry, the originator of the partnership,

wrote a book. It is one of the best adventure stories we have, simply stuffed with hair-

raising adventures, good Indian stories, and valuable information about those exciting

old days. Picture Study. Study Henry’s face in your picture (page 180) and write a

single word that you think might describe his character

(
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II. More Map Work. Mark Mackinac (short for Michilimackinac) on your topic map. Study
its position and tell why it was a natural base for the western fur trade.

III. Sketch, in northern Ontario, on your topic map, a model of Henry’s canoe and its

packages. Draw Henry’s mile post down from Mackinac.

IV. Dramatize. Outline a three-scene play of Henry’s adventures at Mackinac. Name each
scene, list the characters appearing in it, and tell briefly what happened.

Scene I

Scene II.

Scene III.

V. Pedlar Partners. Name some of the French and British partner teams among the early

traders:

and tell why it was that they worked so well together.

THE CHALLENGE: THE ATHABASCA TRAIL.

I. The Pedlars Throw it Down.

Quiz. While Pontiac and his Indians were still fighting, the Canadian traders moved
their western base from Mackinac to Grand Portage, and started up the Athabasca trail.

Tell why:

1. The Pedlars left the southern fur fields?

2. The teams pooled their goods?

3. The Partners crossed to Churchill River?

4. They sent Pond to Athabasca?

(
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5. What they found out about it?

6. What they did?

II. Map Work. Study the Athabasca Trail (page 183, or on your wall map). Copy the main
lakes, rivers and portages (marked by ladders) on your topic map. Move the Canadian
base forward to Grand Portage and trace the trail with an arrowed line through to

Lake Athabasca. Print on it the names of its most important posts. Print also the names
of Finlay and Frobisher at the farthest west point reached by each, and draw Pond’s
mile post down from Lake Athabasca. You might sketch a beaver above his name.

III. Portages. The ordinary portage is just a place where things have to be carried past a
rapid or waterfall.

1.

Of the three famous portages on the Athabasca Trail, which one was this kind?

2. The other kind of portage is one which leads from one great river system to another.

From what river system to what river system does each of the other portages lead:

(a)

(b)

3. The ridge of land over which these portages lead—what is it called?

4.

Look at the picture (page 185) and tell what kind of portage these men are crossing.

IV. The North West Company Builds a Good System.

A Letter. Imagine yourself to be a Scottish lad who has been working for the North
West Company for a year. Write a letter to a young friend in Scotland, describing the

Company’s system, and urging him to come out and take a job with them.

(
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THE STRUGGLE.

I. The Gentlemen Take it Up—and reach the Arctic Ocean. As usual, when competition
threatened their business, the Hudson’s Bay Company sent out a scout to invite more
tribes to bring their furs to the Bay. Rival merchants in England were criticizing the

Company for failing to seek the North West Passage, so Samuel Hearne was instructed

to explore, as well as issue invitations. His exploration was an important one for Canada.
See map (p. 189) and draw the northern rivers and lakes on your topic map. Trace
Hearne’s last journey with a solid line on your topic map and print his name on it.

II. Summary. Summarize his journeys by filling in the sub-headings under these headings.

A. Heame’s Purposes:

(a)

(b)

W
B. His Achievements:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d) (in trade)

III. Explain:

1. What challenge the Athabasca country offered to:

(a) The Canadian Traders

(b) The Hudson’s Bay Company

2. How they reacted to the challenge? What each did?

(a) The Canadian Traders

(b) The Hudson’s Bay Company

THE NOR’WESTERS ARE AWAY.

I. Map Work. Study your map of Mackenzie’s voyages (pp. 193-4). Draw the rivers, lakes,

and mountains, and trace the voyages with arrowed lines to the Arctic and Pacific on
your topic map. Print the names of the most important lakes and rivers on them, and
draw Mackenzie’s mile post from Bella Coola.

II. Sign Post. In northern British Columbia on your topic map, draw a large sign post and
print on it Mackenzie’s proud legend.

III. Honour Roll of the Helpers. Over Labrador and Greenland on your topic map, draw
an Honour Roll for the helpers. Print on it the names of: Henry, Frobisher, Pond,
Hearne, Roderick Mackenzie, Meares, Cook and Vancouver. After each name print two
or three words telling what each did to help on the last lap of the long search for a

way through Canada to the Pacific.
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TOPIC REVIEW.

I. Explain briefly:

1. The Race, its purpose

2. The Contestants, who they were

3. The Challenge, who gave it and how.
4.

The Struggle, who took up the challenge and how.

5.

Conclusion, who won the race, and how.

II. Continuity of the Third Adventure, Exploring Canada.

1. What were the three challenges that led the explorers across Canada?

(a) (b) (c)

2. What steps forward resulted from these causes?

(a) The Canadian effort to “shut in” the English colonies:

(b) British merchants taking over Canada’s fur trade:

(c) The rivalry between Canadian and Hudson’s Bay traders:

3.

Our country had now plenty of land. What did she need?

III. Research Problem. Samuel Hearne almost starved on his exploration. Sir John Frank-
lin, who took somewhat the same journey 100 years later, lost most of his party by starva-

tion. Franklin’s story is an heroic one. Read it and note in your Book Diary by what
means such loss and suffering would be prevented today.

Library Reading: Wallace, W. S., By Star and Compass.

Burpee, L. J., The Discovery of Canada.
,

Davidson, G. C., The North West Company.
Dickie, D.

J., The Canadian West (pp. 11-42).

Garland, Adventurers of England on Hudson Bay.

Lambert, R. S., Franklin of the Arctic.

Laut, A. C., Pathfinders of the West.

Morton, A. S., Under Western Skies.

Pierce, L., Our Dominion, vol. 2.

Tharp, L, H., Company of Adventurers.

ies to Read:

Clay, C., Fur-trade Apprentice and The Young
Voyageur.

Hunt, M. L., Michel’s Island.

Stephen, A. M., Classroom Plays from Canadian
History (pp. 107-128), Vancouver and Quadra,
Captain Cook, The River of White Flowers,

Across the Great Divide).
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TOPIC XII.

SYNOPSIS.

THE UNITED EMPIRE LOYALISTS
1783 - 1791 .

Canada had plenty of land and she now began to get the people she needed to hold it.

The Loyalists were the hrst large body of English-speaking people to come to Canada. They
made her a country of dual race, language and culture. This was a fine thing for us, for

in all ages the blending of races has been seen to enrich a nation’s culture. The coming
of the Loyalists is a topic which cries out for dramatizing. Perhaps your class could make a

“bee” of dramatizing it. If you cannot do that in your classroom or class group, you can
always do it in your mind. The first thing to do is to get a picture of Canada as she was then.

Try to see, as if from an airplane, the immense breadth of Canada, the vast eastern forest,

tire Great Lakes wide as seas, the golden prairies, the towering ranges, and again the ocean.

The eastern forest will be the backdrop for your dramatization.

THE PICTURE.
I. Describe, in phrases, the different regions of Canada as you imagine them 170 years ago,

with only about 100,000 white inhabitants.

1. Pacific Coast

2. Prairies

3. St. Lawrence Valley

4. Maritimes

II. Map Work. Trace your topic map. Mark with “ribbon” farms the areas of settlement

(both shores of the St. Lawrence and the Richelieu) in Canada, and print the names
on the chief centres of population in the Maritimes.

III. Picture Study. Study the pictures in your text and collect others of Loyalist farms,

houses, costumes. North of Ontario, on your topic map, sketch, or paste, a cut-out of a

typical Loyalist home.

IV. Now, if you are making a “bee” of dramatizing The Coming of the Loyalists, your
scenery committee might begin painting stage settings and, if possible, murals for the

classroom walls.

COMMUNICATION AND TRANSPORTATION.
1. List:

1. Kinds of communication unknown to the Loyalists:

2. Kinds they had:

3. Kinds of transportation unknown:

4. Kinds they had:
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II. Sketch, or Paste Cut-outs on your topic map of the “stream of ships” carrying Loyalists

from New York to Nova Scotia, and of the different kinds of transport used by those

moving through the woods and down the rivers to cross the St. Lawrence and Lake
Ontario into Canada. Print the name Loyalist on the regions where they settled, and
the names of the chief towns they built. Don’t forget the Iroquois.

III. Radio Interview. Imagine yourself a radio reporter interviewing a Loyalist just arrived

in Canada or the Maritimes. Write five questions you would ask him and his answers.

IV. Compare. List three ways in which our displaced persons today have an easier time

than the Loyalists had

and three ways in which we can help our new settlers

LIFE IN LOYALIST HOMES.
1. The Play. Plan three scenes illustrating life in a Loyalist home. (The concluding one

might be a “bee” of some kind). Make up, or choose, a Loyalist story to dramatize.

State the title, setting, characters, and action; that is, what happens in each scene.

Setting:

Characters:

Scene I

Scene II.

Scene III.
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II. Diagram. In the Atlantic Ocean, on your topic map, draw a diagram of your stage,

showing the position of the furniture and properties in your Loyalist setting.

III. Collect models and pictures of Loyalist furniture, dishes, tools, implements, food, cos-

tumes, for the property committee. Sketch small pictures of these along the lower edge
of your topic map.

IV. A Poster for the Loyalists. South of Gaspe on your topic map draw a poster. Print on
it the heading. The Loyalists Were, and beneath print three words naming three

qualities of character that the Loyalists had.

BRITISH NORTH AMERICA HAS THREE NEW PROVINCES.

I. Cause and effect. The Loyalists did three important pieces of political business for

Canada. Write the causes of these effects.

1. Britain divided Nova Scotia into three Provinces

2. Britain divided Canada into two Provinces

3. Britain gave Upper and Lower Canada (Ontario and Quebec) elected legislatures

so that

4. Britain united the five Provinces

5.

The five Provinces could not work much together

6. But they got a handsome new name, British North America

Newfoundland was not brought in under the fine new name, but she struggled away
bravely with her difficulties.

7. She almost starved

8. Her business was almost ruined

9. Her fishermen were always in debt

10.

Most of t»er people had to live in poor houses

11.

Her magistrates charged high fees



II. Name Plate for British North America. Across the top of your topic map draw a name
plate and print the handsome new name on it in large capital letters. Underneath print

the names of the five provinces in a row and underneath each province the name of its

capital.

III. Under the dates 1783 to 1791, list Newfoundland’s difficulties in your Short History.

TOPIC REVIEW.

I. If you are presenting a class play of life in Loyalist times, that will be your Topic
Review. If you are not, write in your Book Diary the play you planned on page 64 above.

II. The Continuity of the Story.

1. What four great steps forward did British North America make in the last quarter

of the 1800’s?

(a) Population

(b) Provinces

(c) Governments

(d) Financially

2. What four great difficulties faced her?

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

III. Research Problem. If you have a Loyalist ancestor, try to find out his or her story and
write it in your Book Diary. If not, find a good story by interviewing your neighbours,

or in a book in the library, to record in your book.

Library Reading:

Dickie, D. J., In Pioneer Days.

*Girdler, C. A., John Graves Simcoe.

Traill, C. P., Canadian Crusoes.

Trueman, Story of the United Empire Loyalists.

Stories to Read:

Dickie, D. J., Canadian School Plays (pp. 100-114, Where is Betsey?).

Dunham, The Trail of the Conestoga.

Marryat, Settlers in Canada.
Stephen, A. M., Classroom Plays from Canadian History (pp. 85-90, An Evening in a Loyalist Home).
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TOPIC XIII.

BRITISH NORTH AMERICA GETS A FOOTHOLD

SYNOPSIS.
1791 - 1815.

Our country now had a name. Her explorers and fur traders had given her vast lands

and she now had enough people to make five provinces; but she was still like an infant lying

asleep in its cradle. The next 25 years were particularly interesting ones because in them
that infant Canada stretched herself and awoke. She stretched out her hand in the far

west and seized British Columbia before the Americans or the Russians could -take it. She
expanded her industries to help Britain in her war with Napoleon just as she did in World
Wars I and II. Suddenly, when the United States attacked her, she stood up on her feet and
defended herself. These things were important because they made our country begin, in a

small way, to feel, and to act, like a country.

QUIZ PROGRAM.
THE FUR TRADERS TAKE A BIG CHANCE IN THE WEST.

I. The Situation. Tell what:

1.

was Athabasca’s disadvantage for the Nor’Westers

2. kept them from trading west of the Rockies

3. was Mackenzie’s plan for making the western fur trade pay.

4.

Pond thought the Russians and Americans might do.

5.

two great things Mackenzie accomplished by his journey.

II. Trace your topic map. Draw the rivers, lakes and mountains, and trace Mackenzie’s

journey to the Pacific.

III. Simon Fraser’s Exploration. Tell:

1. Why the Nor’Westers sent Fraser down the ‘Great River’

2. What river he thought he was exploring. ..

3. How he found out his mistake

4. What two things he proved about his river.
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5. Trace Fraser’s journey in red on your topic map.

6. Headline. Suppose Fraser’s exploration had been made today. In northern British

Columbia on your topic map, write an exciting headline that a newspaper might use

to announce it.

IV. David Thompson’s Exploration. Tell:

1. What two things the Nor’Westers sent Thompson over the mountains to do.

2. Which he did first

3. Who were the Nor’Westers’ competitors?

4. What Lewis and Clark did

5. What Thompson was hurried off to do

6. Why he failed

7. What three things Thompson did achieve?

8. Headline for Thompson. Trace his journey in a different colour on your topic map,
and write a headline for him east of the Columbia in the United States.

V. To Sum Up: The Nor’Westers had taken a big chance in carrying trade across the Rockies.

1. What had they lost?

2. What had they gained for B.N.A.?

3. By what agreement could they trade there?

4. What did they still need?

VI. Character Study. Which do you think these great Canadians were at heart, fur trader

or explorer?

Mackenzie , Fraser , Thompson

BRITISH NORTH AMERICA SEIZES HER BIG CHANCE IN TRADE.

I. The Second Wave of Settlers, of what value were they to B.N.A.?

II. Their Transportation was Terrible. Name or describe the chief kinds of:

1. Water transport 2. Land transport

3. Roads 4. Hotels

5. Fast steamer

6. Sketch these types of transport in the northeast section of your topic map.
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III. Trade Grew. Report the state of trade under these headings:

A. Industries:

B. Exports:

C. Markets:

IV. Explain:

1. Why Britain would not let Canada sell wheat to other countries.

2. Why mid-west Americans could not trade through New York.

3. How Canada showed Britain how useful she could be.

4. When this happened again

5. Why American ships stayed in port

6. What big chance this gave the Maritimes

V. Cause and Effect. The early settlers cut timber recklessly, without thought of conserva-

tion. Give two effects of this.

1

2

VI. Sketch in the right places on your topic map: a tiny sawmill; timber raft; wheat stook;

potash kettle; partly built ship.

THE BIG CHANCE IN WAR CAME IN 1812.

I. How It Began. Tell why:

1. The United States joined France against Britain

2. The Americans attacked particularly Ontario.

3. Tecumseh joined Canada

4. How Brock prepared for war

5. How the other provinces helped

(
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11.

What Happened. Map Work.

1. Trace on your topic map the routes used by the men of Newfoundland and New
Brtmstvick to reach Canada.

2. Rule lines to show the routes of the American armies advancing at the three points.

3. Rule lines up from the most important battlegrounds and print the names above

them. You might dra^v tiny Canadian and American flags above each name to show

which won the battle.

III. War Memorials.

1. Top centre on your topic map draw a monument to General Brock and print on it

a suitable inscription.

2. East of Nova Scotia sketch the Liverpool Packet and print a suitable inscription

on her.

3. Over Newfoundland draw a memorial plate with an inscription honouring her sol-

diers who fought for Canada.

IV. How It Ended. Tell:

1. How Jay’s Treaty said disputes were to be settled -

2. By whom the disputes of this war were settled

3. What British North America lost

4. What she gained

5. What use that was to her

6. What her biggest gain was

V. British North America Steps upon the Stage. When the boom was over what did B.N.A.

find that she had gained?

VI. Sketch her entrance upon the stage of the world. Across Hudson Bay and the Northland
on your topic map, draw a stage with different nations standing about on it. Print their

names on them. Sketch Canada in the doorway.

VII. Write, in your Short Histories, brief accounts of Newfoundland’s contribution, and the

United States’ purpose in attacking Canada.

CHAPTER REVIEW.

I. The characters. Tell what part each played:

1 . Fraser

2. Thompson

3. The Carriers

4. Lewis and Clark

5. Piegans

6. Kootenays
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7. Pacific Fur Company

8. Lord Selkirk

9. Samuel Bricker

10. Brock

11. Tecumseh

12.

De Salaberry

II. What was:

1.

a bateau? ... .. 6. a timber raft?

2.

a Durham boat? 7. a sleigh-train?

3.

a wooden wagon? 8. a tavern?

4.

the Accommodation? 9. a privateer?

5.

a seeker? 10. Jay’s Treaty?

III. The Continuity of the Story.

1. Name four things that our country now had:

(a) > (b) ,
(c) (d)

2. Name three important things she won in this quarter-century:

(a) , (b) (c)

3. By taking what three chances did she win her foothold:

(a) , (b) (c)

IV. Research Problems.

1. Read references on the life of Tecumseh, the famous chief of the Shawnees, and
write a brief biography of him.

2. Look up the making of potash in early days and write a note about its manufacture.

sale, and value to the early settlers.

Library Reading:

Battlefields of 1813.

Battlefields of 1814.

Burpee, L. J., The Discovery of Canada.
Denton, V. L., Simon Fraser.

Guillet, E. C., Pioneer Travel.

Karr, W. J.,
Explorers, Soldiers and Statesmen.

Macdonald, A., Canadian Portraits.

Marquis, T. G., Sir Isaac Brock.

Morton, A. S., David Thompson.
Naval Warfare on the Great Lakes, 1812-1814.

Pierce, L. J., Our Dominion, vol. 2.

Roberts, L., Tecumseh.
Shaw, M., Canoe to Air-liner.

Stories to Read:

Connor, Ralph, The Runner.
Elson,

J., The Scarlet Sash.

Hays, J. F., Treason at York.

Wilson, W. S., Shooting Star, the Story of

Tecumseh.
Stephen, A. M., Classroom Plays from Canadian

History (pp. 91-100, After Queenston Heights,.

Laura Secord, Man Who Read the Stars).

(
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TOPIC XIV.

BRITISH NORTH AMERICA STARTS THREE NEW PROVINCES

SYNOPSIS.

British North America now had a name, a boundary, and standing room on the stage of

the world. Her arrival there was unnoticed, of course, for the five provinces had a small

population and most of the land behind our long boundary was still uninhabited. But
British North America had her roots down, and even before the war of 1812 was over, three

new provinces, east, west and centre, began to grow. Newfoundland had made many im-

provements before and during the war of 1812, but her war-time boom burst after peace

was made and she suffered severely. Yet in the midst of her troubles, she made the greatest

advances of her life up to this time. In 1813 Lord Selkirk, a member of the Hudson’s Bay
Company, founded the Red River Colony, the beginning of the Province of Manitoba. And,
in the same year, the North West Company bought the Columbia River fur posts from the

Americans and began what was to become the Province of British Columbia. As^-we- feBew-
this growth, it will be interesting to illustrate a map of British North America.

NEWFOUNDLAND CLIMBS.

I. The Scene. Study maps, pictures and your Brief History of Newfoundland and note:

1. Where most of her people lived

2. Kind of shores

3. Type of country inland

4. Climate

5. Capital, and size of

6. Chief resources

II. Trace your topic map and sketch, across Newfoundland and Labrador, a scene illus-

trating the interior of that country as you imagine it. Mark and print the names on:

St. John’s, and two or three of the musically named fishing villages.

III. Through Good Fortune and Bad.

1. List five good things that happened to Newfoundland in 1812-14.

2. List five bad things that happened to her.



3. Graph. It is “always darkest before the dawn.” After these troubles Newfoundland
began to \vin a government of her own. Above Newfoundland on your topic map, draw
a ladder and on it list the four things she won, and the important thing her people

began to learn.

RED RIVER HELD THE CENTRE OF THE LINE.

I. The Scene. Study the Red River country on your map and tell in words and phrases:

1. The Red River, direction of flow and outlet

2. Main tributary

3. Location of Colony 4. Name of modern city

5. Kind of country surrounding colony

6. Climate

7. Large animals

8. Chief resources

9. Occupation of Indians , white men

10.

Names of fur-trading companies

11.

Sketch a prairie scene between the Great Lakes and the Rockies south of the boundary
on your topic map. (The prairie there is the same as ours). Sketch in Indians with
horses, travois, teepees, canoes, buffalo, beaver, fur traders and a trading post. Trace
the Red and Assiniboine Rivers. Mark, and print in different colours, the names of

the Companies’ forts at Red River (see maps, G.A. page 251; S.C. page 223). In a third

colour print the name of the settlers’ Fort Douglas.

III. Summarize the action of the Companies’ quarrel. Tell:

A. How it Began. Explain what the N.W. Company wanted and what the Hudson’s

Bay Company said to that

B. What happened. Tell what each did:

(a) The H.B. Company

(b) The N.W. Company

'(c) Colin Robertson

(d) The settlers

(e) The N.W. Company

(f) Lord Selkirk
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C. The Effects of the above actions.

(a) The competition

(b) The Nor Westers seized

(c) Robertson seized

(d) The Heads thought

D. How it Ended

IV. Cause and Effect. Write the effect of these causes in a word or two:

1. Competition between companies

2. The NorWesters’ long haul

3. The union of Hudson’s Bay Company’s fair dealing with Nor’Westers’ energy and

daring

4. Headquarters moved to Hudson Bay

5. Making Simpson governor

6. The first Trans-Canada

V. Conservation. The Companies’ mad race for furs had greatly reduced the animal popu-
lation. What methods are used in modern days to conserve them?

VI. Character Study. A Poster for the V.I.P’s. High up over Churchill on your topic map,
draw a poster. Print on it the names of these actors in the drama’ and after each a

word that describes him: Mackenzie, Selkirk, Cameron, Robertson, Semple, Simpson.

VII. Symbols. Trace with red arrows on your topic map the route of the first Trans-Canada
from York Factory to the Pacific. Print on it the kinds of transport used, and the names
of the seven chief trading posts. Sketch also: at Red River, a symbol of the union of the

Companies; at Norway House, a graph (star) showing the main highways of the fur trade;

at Athabasca (Chipewyan), a symbol of the union of two fur posts.

(BRITISH) COLUMBIA: THE “WESTERN DEPARTMENT
I. Headline and Ad. In Northern British Columbia, on your topic map, print a headline

advertising New Caledonia. Under it print the names of its chief resources.

II. Diagram. South of the Columbia on your topic map draw an 1^-inch long diagram of

Fort Vancouver, with its walls, gates, buildings.
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III. Explain:

1. How the N.W. Company got New Caledonia

2. How they got the fur posts of Oregon

3. Why the Americans sold them

4. Why the Columbia was so important to the new Hudson’s Bay Company.

5. By what agreement Canadians and Americans had both traded on the coast.

6. Why Fort Vancouver was built on the north bank of the Columbia.

IV. Out from the Gates of Fort Vancouver rule long straight lines south, north, east on
your topic map to show how Canadians explored and traded and “ruled the land from
California to Alaska.” Draw lines for and print the names of: James McMillan at Fort

Langley; Ogden, Finlayson, John Work and Trader Ross.

V. Under your Notes on the United States, explain their sale of Oregon to the North West
Company.

TOPIC REVIEW.

I. Radio Script. Write a short radio script telling what was going on in Newfoundland
about 125 years ago.

II. Biography. Write a brief biography of Governor SirnpsorL

i
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III. Diary. Write an entry that Nellie Connolly might have made in her diary after her trip

over the Okanagan Trail from Fort St. James to Fort Vancouver.

IV. The Continuity of the Story.

1.

British North America had her boundary. Who held the eastern third of the line?

2. Who held the western two-thirds?

3. What three men did most towards building the two western-holding centres?

4. Their dreams had come true. What was lacking?

5. What was the $64 question

V. Research Problem. Read a life of James Douglas (From Clerk to Governor), and write

a description of life in a fur trading post a century ago in your Book Diary. Or read

a life of Lord Selkirk and write a Brief Biography of him.

Library Reading:

Dickie, D.
J., The Canadian West (pp. 96-116 and 187-200, Red River Colony, British Columbia).

Dickie, D. J., How Canada Grew Up (pp. 207-229, British Columbia).
Dickie, D.

J.,
and Palk, H., Pages from Canada's Story (pp. 821-342, Red River).

Karr, W. J.,
Explorers, Soldiers and Statesmen (Chap. 30).

Marquis, A. S., Dr. John McLoughlin.
Martin, W., Lord Selkirk.

Sage, W. N., Sir James Douglas.

Tharp, L. H., Company of Adventurers (Chaps. 17-22, Red River Colony).

Stories to Read:

Ballantyne, R. M., The Young Fur Traders.

Briffett, F. B., Little Stories of Newfoundland.
Carr, M., Young Mac of Fort Vancouver.

Clay, C., The Fur Trade Apprentice.

Hayes, J. F., Buckskin Colonist.

Knox, O. E., By Paddle and Saddle. (A Story of the First Trans-Canada).

Laut, A., Heralds of Empire.
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TOPIC XV.

THE PIONEERS

SYNOPSIS.

1815- 1850.

British North America had still plenty of empty land in the east and had taken a great

seven-leagued-boot stride across the West. She needed people desperately. Again luck was
with her and people came. The long war with Napoleon had left Britain with hundreds of

thousands of unemployed, most of them eager to emigrate to the colonies or the United States.

For 35 years they poured into Canada in what was called ‘The Great Immigration’. They
suffered great hardships on the voyage over, but found work and food waiting. These
‘Pioneers’ filled most of the vacant land behind the earlier settlements in eastern Canada
and, with the French Canadians and Loyalists,laid the foundations of the Canada of today.

Many Pioneers kept diaries; most of them wrote letters home to friends. From these we
get a wonderfully clear picture of life in Pioneer days. For this topic, imagine yourself -a

Pioneer writing ‘Letters Home’.

ENTER THE PIONEERS.

I. Letter to a Friend. You are a Pioneer. Write a brief letter home telling of your safe

arrival, the voyage, and first impressions of Canada.

II. Map Work. The early settlers and Loyalists had pretty well settled the first two rows

of farms along the waterways. The Pioneers settled most of the good land behind them
in all the Provinces except Quebec, and even in some parts of Quebec. Trace your

topic map, and on it:

1. Mark the French Canadian ‘ribbon’ farms with short vertical lines along the rivers

where they were settled.

2. Mark the early settler towns (French and British) with black stars, and print the

names on the most important ones.

3. Shade the parts where the Loyalists settled with red lines; mark their towns with red

stars, and print the names of them in red.

4. Mark the regions settled by the Pioneers with a different colour, shading it back

to the edges of each Province. Print the name Pioneers across these parts of your

map. In the southeast corner of your map, print a “legend” for it to show what
colours you have used for each kind of settler.
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III. Graph. Up through the north centre of your topic map, draw a graph thermometer

to show the increase in population. Rule lines through it, different distances apart, to

show the approximate increases brought in by: Champlain, Talon, growth to the British

Conquest, early British settlers, Loyalists, Pioneers. Print the figures for population, as

far as you kno^v them, beside the names.

GETTING SETTLED.

I. Diagram. In Upper Canada( Ontario) the land was laid out in 1000-acre blocks by sur-

veyed roads which ran 114 miles apart east and west, north and south. Each block was

divided into five 200-acre farms. Each farm was Y4 mile wide and U/^ miles long and

faced on ttvo, or three, roads. Draw a diagram of one of these blocks north of the St.

Lawrence River on your topic map. Make your drawing U/4 inches square and print

on it the figures for the farms.

II. Letter to the Press. You are an angry settler. Write a letter to the newspaper telling why
you have had difficulty in getting your farm and what a nuisance the vacant lands on

each side of you are.

PIONEER TRANSPORT.

1. Quiz. What was a:

1. through road?

2. blazed trail?

3. bush road?

4. corduroy road?

5. turnpike?

11. The Wedding Journey. Mr. and Mrs. William Kingston were an English bride and

groom who took their wedding trip to Canada just 100 years ago. They were among
our first tourists. They crossed to New York, sailed up the Hudson River and across

Lake Champlain to Plattsburg, travelled to Montreal on Canada’s first railway and then

proceeded by water and stage to Toronto, Collingwood and Sault Ste. Marie, “laughing

very much at the bumpy roads.”

1. Trace their wedding trip on your topic map with a honeymoon (golden) line, and

decorate it with sketches of the five different kinds of transport they used. List the kinds

here.
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2. Letter Home. Write the letter they probably wrote to their families describing their

trip by stage from Toronto to Collingwood.

HI. Poster for the Royal William. Southward from Hudson Bay draw a poster. Under the

title, list the words: Built, Type, Crew, Passengers, Achievement, and opposite each fill

in the facts about the Royal William.

IV. Canals and Railways. Sketch small ladders in the right places on your topic map to

show the three canals and two first railways built by the Pioneers.

PIONEER INDUSTRY.
I. Summarize a report on Pioneer Industry under these heads:

A. Timber.

(a) demand for (d) method of cutting

(b) quality of (e) conservation

(c) number regions cleared (f) transportation

B. Farming.

(a) lacked

(b) quantity in good year

(c) quality of wheat

(d) price in Liverpool market

C. Fishing.

(a) chief industry of

(b) chief kinds offered

(c) chief drawback

(d) other industries of Maritimes

D. Shipbuilding. Kind of ships built by: (a) New Brunswick

(b) Nova Scotia and P. E. I

(c) Newfoundland

E. Other Pioneer Industries
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PIONEER AMUSEMENTS.

Mr. and Mrs. Kingston were lively young people who made friends everywhere. They
had thought of Toronto as “a jumble of log huts”; and were astonished to find it “a large

handsome, admirably laid-out city; the streets wide, long and straight; with many fine build-

ings and with shops -which compared favourably with those in London and New York.”

I. Write the letter home that Mrs. Kingston might have written to a girl friend, telling her
of the parties and other social amusements in Toronto. Or write a letter telling of the

sports enjoyed by the pioneers.

II. Headline, Sketches and Cut-outs. In honour of the Pioneers who really gave our country
her big start, print across the top of your topic map a headline such as the ‘proud"

Montreal Gazette might have used to announce the arrival of a large number of Pioneers

in 1824. Beneath it and round the sides of your topic map, sketch, or paste cut-outs of,

Pioneer costume, housing, furniture, transport, tools, sports. Across the bottom of your
map print Eliot Warburton’s compliment to Canadian ladies.

TOPIC REVIEW.

I. Explain in a word or phrase:

1. Why many people left Britain after the Napoleonic wars

2. Why the Pioneers had to build roads

3. How they built their “short” (local) roads

4. What road first linked the Provinces

5. Why the Royal William first crossed the Atlantic

6. What made goods for Lake Erie settlers so expensive

7. To what industries Montreal turned when she lost the fur trade
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8. How the Erie Canal ruined Montreal’s trade

9. How the Welland Canal ‘answered’ the Erie

10. How Pioneers paid postage

11. Why the Pioneers were so wasteful in cutting timber.

12. Why their farming was poor

13. Why the “Bluenose” fleet was famous

14. Why Gulf cod was preferred to Bank cod

15. How the Pioneers lessened drinking

IL The Continuity of the Story. Character Study.

1. British North America now had plenty of land and enough people to go on with.

What kind of people were most of the Pioneers in wealth, occupation, education?

(a) when they arrived

(b) twenty years later

2. What would their next step forward be likely to be? What would they demand?

(a) for their children

(b) for themselves

III. Research Problem. Find out if any of your ancestors were Pioneers. If they were, collect

as much information about them as you can and write a memoir of them in your Book
Diary. Or make a special study of Pioneer sports or fashions, etc., and report upon it

to the class.

Library Reading:

Dickie, D. J., In Pioneer Days and How Canada
Grew Up.

Guillet, E. C., Pioneer Arts and Crafts.
” Pioneer Life.
” Pioneer Settlements.
” Pioneer Social Life.
” Pioneer Travel.

Henry, L. J.,
and Paterson, G., Pioneer Days in

Ontario.

Hume, B., The Strickland Sisters.

Wood, All Afloat.

Stories to Read:

Connor, Ralph, The Man from Glengarry.
Campbell, Grace, The Thornapple Tree.

Dickie, D., and others. Canadian School Plays.

(Canada’s Welcome).
Skelton, Isabel, The Backwoodswoman.
Roberts, T. G., The Golden Highlander.
Slater, P., The Yellow Briar.

Wadsworth, Paul Bunyan and His Great
Blue Ox.

Wallace, In the Wake of the Wind Ships.
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TOPIC XVI.

HOW WE WON OUR FREEDOM
1815- 1860.

SYNOPSIS.

In our democratic world, freedom is the right to do what you want to do as long as doing
it does not hurt anyone else. If doing what you want to do harms another person, it is not

freedom; it is called license, which means the abuse of freedom. License is the action of a

person who is not strong enough to control himself. You are only free when you can “boss’"

yourself, that is, when you can refuse to do something that you would like to do because

you know it is foolish, or that it would hurt others. Teen-agers are particularly interested-

in freedom because learning to be free in this way, to “boss” oneself, is the most important-

job of teen-age life. Learning to control oneself requires information, clear thinking, and
practice, besides plenty of will power.

A tool is an instrument for doing any kind of work. The home is nature’s tool for

training young and old in individual self control. The democratic nations use also their

churches, schools and governments as tools to train their people in national self control. Our
churches teach our national standards of right and wrong and, in their youth groups, give

practice in right thinking and acting. Our schools train their pupils in getting information,

and give them practice in using it to help them think, and act, in self controlled ways. Our
governments make laws to restrain and, if necessary, to punish those who have not learned

to control themselves. Our homes, churches, schools, and governments are the tools with

which we have built the Canadian nation.

In pioneer days, although these tools were there, the people could not get their hands
on them to build the nation as they wished. The reason was that the government, churches
and schools in each province were controlled by the governor, who was sent out from England,
and the Council, a small group of “upper class” men whom he chose to advise him. The
people of each province elected an Assembly which could pass laws and collect taxes, but it

had no control over the governor and Council, who managed the business of the province to

suit themselves.

But when the Pioneers began to get upon their feet, they saw what was going on, and
were dissatisfied. They, with the French Canadians, early settlers and Loyalists, made so

large a population of ordinary people that they began to feel strong enough to manage their

own business, handle their own “tools” and build the nation as they wished. So they set

themselves to win control of the “tools”. It took years of talk, discussion and debate. It is-a-

topic that suggests dialogues.

A dialogue is a conversation between two people. It is like a short play and is fkn to

speak or to write. In ancient Greece, the great teachers, Socrates and Plato, used quekion
and answer dialogues to teach important lessons to their pupils; they help you to think

things out. To write a dialogue you should first list the most important points of your topic;

then write a question about each point and answer it.

THE FIGHT FOR FREE SCHOOLS.

1. Define:

(a) a private school

(b) a free school
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Chart. Across the middle of Canada on your topic map, print a chart comparing early

^vdth Pioneer schools under these headings: cost to parents, buildings, equipment,
teachers, method of teaching, course of study, controlled by. Under Alaska, in the

Pacific, print the word “Headings” and under it list your headings vertically. Opposite,

under the topics Early Schools and Pioneer Improvements, fill in the facts.

II. Write a dialogue explaining '^vhy the leaders were so anxious to have free schools, what
the fight was about, and what happened in Nova Scotia.

1. List your main points first:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

2. Write your dialogue.

1. Question:

Answer:

2. Question:

Answer:

3. Question:

Answer:

4. Question:

Answer:

5. Question:

Answer:

THE FIGHT FOR FREE “RESPONSIBLE” GOVERNMENT.
I. The Leaders of the Fight. Tell what part each played:

1. Joseph Howe

2. Lemuel Allen Wilmot

3. Louis Papineau

4. Robert Gourlay

5. William Lyon Mackenzie
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6. Robert Baldwin

7. Louis Lafontaine

8. Lord Durham

9. Lord Sydenham

1 0. Lord Grey

11. Lord Elgin

(

11. Write a dialogue explaining the main points of the battle for responsible government.
As this dialogue is rather long, the questions are done for you.

Introduction.

1. Question: In what way were the Pioneers like teen-agers?

Answer:

2. Question: How did the Canadians fight for their freedom?

Answer:

The Situation.

3. Question: The Pioneers had “Colonial Government.” What is that?

Answer:

4. Question: The Reformers wanted “Responsible Government.” What is that?

Answer:

The Struggle.

5. Question: How was the battle fought in the Maritime Provinces?

Answer:

6. Question: How was it fought in Canada?

Answer:

The Problem.

7. Question: What was the great puzzle?

Answer:

8. Question: What two points did many people not understand?

Answer: (a)

(b)
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9.

Question: What happened in the Maritime Provinces?

Answer:10.

Question: How did Lord Elsrin make them understand in Canada?
<D

Answer:

III. Don’t forget to enter Newfoundland’s gain in your Short History.

TOPIC REVIEW.

I. Map Work. Across the bottom of your topic map, print the names on as many towns,

cities, posts, forts, rivers, lakes, mountains as you have space for.

II. A Banner for Our Forefathers. Across the top of your topic map draw a banner. On it

print large a suitable headline honouring our forefathers. Under the headline, print

the three “tools” they won for us. Under each “tool” print the name of the most im-

portant leader in that fight.

REVIEW OF THE FOURTH ADVENTURE. SETTLING CANADA.

I. List the eight steps forward that our country made in her fourth adventure.

1

5

2

6

3 7

4 8

II. The Continuity of the Story. With these tools what was British North America ready

to do?

III. Research Problem. Read the life of one of the great leaders in our fight for freedom,
and write a Brief Biography for your Book Diary.

IV. Collection. Make a class collection of pictures and articles of pioneer days.

Library Reading:

Dickie, D. J., How Canada Grew Up (pp. 135-

138 and 174-178, Durham, Elgin).

Griffin, S. P., The Evolution of Responsible
Government.

Harvey, D. C., Joseph Howe.
Karr, W. J., Explorers, Soldiers and Statesmen.

Locke, G. H., Builders of the Canadian Common-
wealth (Chaps. 1 and 2).

Macdonald, A., Canadian Portraits (Chap. 5).

Ryerson Readers, Lord Durham, Lord Elgin.

Stories to Read:

Cooney, Kinsmen.
North, Forging of the Pikes.

Stephen, A. M., Classroom Plays from Canadian
History (pp. 129-133, Rebel and Patriot).

Trail, C. P., Backwoods of Canada.
Weaver, E. P., The Only Girl.
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TOPIC XVII.

SYNOPSIS.

CONFEDERATION
1850-1867

I

Each of the British provinces now had control of its own churches, schools, and govern-

I

ment. Each was now able to train its citizens, and build its way of life as it wished. Eew of
the people then thought seriously of uniting the provinces into one country; but the leaders
were already thinking of that and making speeches about it. Even they only spoke of it as

a bright dream of the future, and in the ordinary way, it might have taken a hundred years
to bring the union about. But a number of surprising things happened in a hurry, and con-
federation came within the miraculously short space of 20 years. They were exciting and
fateful years and, as you would expect, the topic was the subject of innumerable speeches,
discussions and debates.

Check your vocabulary.

I. Write the meanings of as many of these words as you can; then look up the meanings of
the others in the dictionary and write them down. Check those words you did not know
and use them correctly in working out these exercises:

(a) federate

(b) federation

(c) confederation

(d) reciprocity

(e) proclamation

^f) deadlock

II. Out of the Nest. Letter to the Press. Imagine yourself a Montreal merchant and write

an angry letter to the Montreal Gazette complaining of Canada’s loss of the British

preference and suggesting that Canada should join the United States.
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DREAMS.

I. Map Work. Trace your topic map of Canada. Draw its lakes and rivers. Then draw on
it a long curved line to show the extent of the Canadian leaders’ first dream of union;
and a longer higher curved line to show the extent of their big dream.

II. Cartoons. Draw cartoons along the bottom of your topic map to illustrate these state-

ments:

1. Canadians and Maritimers were not much interested in one another.

2. The railways made it possible to unite Canada and the Maritimes.

3. The Pioneers were changed into Builders.

III. D’Arcy McGee’s Speech. Give four heads (topics) that McGee might have used in a

speech urging the union of Canada and the Maritime provinces.

A.

B. D.

DANGER. RED RIVER THREATENED.
I. Map Work.

1. Sketch on your topic map a few trees, rocks, lakes, swamps, on the Canadian Shield

to show how it prevented Canadians and new settlers from moving into the Canadian
west. 2. Draw curved lines to show the routes along which they moved from Ontario
into the American west. 3. Mark off farms along the Red River and sketch, or print,

buffalo on the prairies. 4. Mark St. Paul on the upper Mississippi and sketch a Red
River cart brigade travelling down to it. 5. Draw lines to show the American settlers

moving up towards the Canadian boundary.

II. Collect pictures of buffalo, a buffalo hunt, a Red River cart, to paste on the prairies on
your topic map.

III. Debate. Imagine that you are a Canadian living in Red River in the 1860’s and list

three points in favor of joining Canada. Then imagine yourself an American and list

three points in favor of joining the United States.

For Canada For the United States

L

2 .

FIFTY-FOUR FORTY OR FIGHT.

2 .

3.

I. Map Work. Mark on your topic map with broken lines the southern boundary of

Alaska (see your wall map); and the 49th parallel, Canada’s southern boundary to the

Rockies. Trace the “Expected Boundary,” running it down the Columbia River to its

mouth. Next extend the 49th parallel to the coast. What proportion of the area in dis-

pute did we (a) lose (b) keep

Print Victoria on your topic map and trace the new fur route from Fort St. James to

Victoria in red.
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II. A Sign. Print over Victoria on your topic map Governor Douglas’ sign, warning Ameri-
can miners that they are in British territory and must buy a license to dig for gold.

Print also in the right place on the Fraser River, New Westminster, the capital of the

new colony of British Columbia.

III. American Miner Talking. Some writers say the gold was found by an Indian, others by
an American miner. Write a sentence in which an American miner suggests to his com-
rade a plan by which they could take possession of the Fraser Valley for the United States.

IV. A Lesson. The Civil War in the United States taught the British provinces a good les-

son. List three gains that they saw they could make by uniting.

(a) (b)

i

(c)

! II. The Dreamers. The Fathers of Confederation. Copy these “character” names in two
vertical lines above the long curved line of confederation on your topic map:

1.

keyman. 2. fighter. 3. diplomat. 4. orator. 5. strong man. 6. gentleman. 7. financier,

and try, without looking at the book, to write the correct surname after each.

III. A Graph. Under Quebec and Charlottetown on your topic map draw a line and box
graph showing the Dominion and the four original provinces. Make your graph show
the number and kind of things over which each had control.

IV. Our Natural Resources. Each province retained control over its own natural resources.

Yet the Dominion has been able to help them in many ways to conserve them. List

ways in which the Dominion has done this.

1. 2

;

3 4. -

! 5 6

CHAPTER REVIEW.
I. Speech Contest. Plan a Fathers of Confederation Speech Contest. Each member of the

class should choose one of the “Fathers” to represent, prepare a one- or two-minute
speech that he might have made while working for confederation, and give it in the

contest.

II. A New Name for a New Country. Across the top of your topic map, print large and
proud the name of our country.

III. Continuity of the Story.

1. With what tools did Canada win confederation?

2. What provinces formed the original Dominion?
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o. What province was dissatisfied?

4. What would be young Canada’s first task?

IV. Research Problem. Compare, and make a chart showing: the growth of each of Canada’s

provinces since it came into confederation in size, population, wealth, health services.

Fill in your chart below as you are able to find the information you require. (See Ref-

erence Books and Library Reading below.)

Names Size Population Wealth Health Services

Nova Entering

Scotia
3

1 oday

New Entering

Brunswick ^ ,

1 oday

Prince Edward Entering
Island J

1 oday

Newfoundland Entering

Today

Quebec Entering

Today

Ontario Entering

Today

Manitoba Entering

Today

Saskatchewan Entering

Today

Alberta Entering

Today

British Entering

Columbia

Library Reading:

Dickie, D. J.,
How Canada Grew Up

Harvey, D. C., Sir George Etienne Cartier.

Hutchinson, J. I., Sir Alexander Tilloch Galt.

Karr, W. J.,
Explorers, Soldiers and Statesmen

Marquis, T. G., Sir Leonard Tilley.

Seary, V. P., Sir Charles Tapper.
Skelton, I., Thomas D’Arcy McGee.
Trotter, R. G., Charters of Our Freedom
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TOPIC XVIII.

BUILDING EAST AND WEST
1867-1886

SYNOPSIS.

Canada was a country, but a very small and shaky one; she had only four provinces in

two widely separated groups. Britain approved of confederation, but she was not greatly

interested in Canada; she did not expect much of her, and most Americans still expected
to annex her and her Great North West. Indeed many Canadians doubted whether she would
ever be able to build herself into a country and thought that even if she did, it would take
her 50 or 100 years to do it. Fortunately, our leaders were not daunted by the doubters.
They had made part of their dream come true and were enthusiastic about completing it. As
it turned out they made a Whirlwind Campaign.

THE CAMPAIGN PLANNED.

I. Check your vocabulary. Write the meanings of these words:

1. elect

2. Governor-general

3. Lieutenant-governor

4. Prime Minister

5. Cabinet

6. House of Commons

7. Senate

8> Parliament

II. The Four Provinces. Trace your topic map. Rule lines that will show roughly the size

and shape of the four original provinces, and print their names on them.

III. Sketch the House of Commons. The House of Commons Chamber is the room in the

Parliament Buildings in which the House of Commons sits. It is rectangular. In the

middle of the upper (short) side, on a dais, stands the throne on which the Governor-

general sits on special days to represent the king. Below, and in front of the throne,

sits the speaker (Mister Speaker) who acts as chairman, and below and in front of him,

sits the Clerk of the House, who acts as secretary. The Prime Minister and members
of the Cabinet sit in the front row on the right of the Speaker, facing the centre aisle,

with their supporters in rows behind them. The Leader of the Opposition with his sup-

porters sit on the left. In Labrador, on your topic map, draw a 2 x l|/2
” rectangle and

sketch the interior of the House of Commons. Print on it the names of the two new
parties and of the four leaders of the first House of Commons.

IV. Slogan. Invent a slogan for the campaign to bring the rest of British North America
into the Dominion of Canada. Print your slogan large across the north of your topic

map.

(
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THE CAMPAIGN WAS WELL MANAGED IN THE MARITIMES.

1. Character Study. Joseph Ho^ve was a great and much beloved man, but he was only

human, and it is said that one reason why he turned against Confederation was that he

^vas jealous of Tupper, who was his rival in Nova Scotia. List six things that Howe did

about confederation. After each write his reason, and the quality of character it shows.

(Abreviatc where necessary.)

Thing done Reason for doing it Quality shown

1

2

3

4

I

5

6

I

II. Debate. Resolved that it was wise for Nova Scotia to enter confederation. Write four

points either for or against this resolution. State your side here

I

1 2

3 4

III. Inferences. What feeling would you infer made:

1. Nova Scotia dislike joining Canada 2. New Brunswick

I

change her mind about it 3. Prince Edward Island refuse

i to join 4. Newfoundland “wait to see”

BUT TRAGICALLY MISMANAGED IN RED RIVER.

I. It Began with Rumors. A rumor is a statement, often untrue, that is passed from one

1

person to another. Write a rumor that, after Confederation, might have been started in

Red River by:

I LA Hudson’s Bay trader

2. A Red River settler

: 3. A Metis

4. Louis Riel

II. Young Canada. Tell one way in which Canada behaved:

!

1. undemocratically

2. illegally 3. rudely

I
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ni. News Item. The North West Advertiser, the first newspaper in Western Canada, had
just begun publication at this time. Write a headline and news item reporting the one
condition upon which the people were willing to join Canada.

IV. What Happened. Name the three tragedies and the happy ending.

1 2 3

V. Poster. Draw a poster east of Red River on your topic map, and print on it the names
of three men who helped to bring about the happy ending.

EXCITING WITH A BRILLIANT CLIMAX IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.
I. Map Work for the Cariboo Gold Rush. On your topic map:

1. Sketch in the Rocky Mountains.

2. Trace and print, in the right places, the names of: the Fraser, Chilcotin, and Horse-
fly Rivers, the two capitals, and the towns mentioned in the story. Print names
vertically for space.

3. South of the boundary on your topic map, sketch a bit of the Cariboo Road, high
on a canyon wall, with an “express stage” galloping down with its consignment of

gold.

II. Radio Interview. Imagine yourself a radio broadcaster interviewing one of the miners
who had “struck it rich” in Cariboo.” Write four questions that you would ask him and
give his answers.

(
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[II. Conserve Our Minerals. A mineral is one of those resources which cannot be replaced.

Suggest three ways in which our minerals may be conserved.

1 2

3

[V. The Terms. State the terms upon which:

1. The Colonies of Vancouver Island and British Columbia united.

2. British Columbia became a province of Canada (and this is the exciting climax of her

story)

kiSE AND GENEROUS IN PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

;

3. The Island joined Canada on condition that:

VEGLECTED IN NEWEOUNDLAND.
I. Those opposed to confederation told the people that Canada would tax them. She

I

would have to do that, of course, but suggest two moves in a campaign that might have
I explained the tax and won Newfoundland for Canada. (Remember, no radio or movie

available.)

:

1

2

ill. Cartoon. Above Newfoundland on your topic map, draw a cartoon showing Prince

Edward Island handing her railway to Canada while Newfoundland turns her back.

LACK OF A CAMPAIGN LED TO REBELLION IN THE TERRITORIES.

I

I. The Great Lone Land.

1. Map Work. On your topic map, trace the “Giant’s Necklace” of Great Lakes and

I

rivers that divide the North West into two great regions.

2. East of the “Necklace,” sketch or print a brief description of the Canadian Shield.

II. Its People. Map Work. Print, in suitable places on your topic map, the names of the

I

different groups of people then living in the West: missionaries, smugglers, Indians,

I

Metis, Old Timers (farmers and ranchers). For the Mounted Police, mark with a line

j

the trail of their march west along the international boundary from near Emerson to

I McLeod. North of the prairies draw a banner with their names on it to show that they
were in charge of the country. (North West Mounted Police, they were called.)
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III. The Rising. War Story. You are a correspondent for an Ottawa newspaper sent west
with the troops. Under a suitable headline, write an outline for your story, giving the

cause, main happenings, and tragic ending of the Rebellion.

IV. The Second Trans-Canada. Report. Make a summary of the building of the Canadian
Pacific Railway under the following main headings:

A. Preparations.

(a)

(b)

(c)

B. Building the Line.

(a)

(b)

(c)

C. Values to Canada.

(a)

(b)

V. The Second Trans-Canada. On your topic map rule lines to show the lines of the Inter

colonial and Canadian Pacific Railways crossing Canada, and print on them the names
of the chief towns and cities.

CHAPTER REVIEW.

I. Tell how the Government of Canada showed good, or bad, judgment, or both, in dealing

with each province and territory in its campaign to bring them all into the Dominion

1. Nova Scotia

(
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3.

Nc^vfoiinclland.

4.

Manitoba.5.

British Columbia.

6.

North West Territories, (a) The Indians

(b)

II. Conclusions. In spite of many mistakes, the campaign was remarkable. In what way?

fll. The Continuity of the Story.

1. What three great things had Canada now achieved?

(a) (b)

i

(c)

2. What were now her four boundaries?

I

3. In what way was she rich?

I

beautiful? magnificent?

4. What two most important things did she still lack?

(a) (b)

5. What was her next big task?

IV. Research Problems. Read a book or article about the North West Mounted Police, as

they were then called, and write in your Book Diary your opinion as to what qualities

and deeds have enabled them to build up their great reputation.

Library Reading:

Boys, F. C., British Columbia.
Dickie, D. J., and Palk, H., Pages from Canada's Story (pp. 400-419, Western missionaries).

Dickie, D. J., The Canadian West.
Garst, S., Sitting Bull.

Grierson, A. I., The Mounties.
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TOPIC XIX.

THE BUILDERS
1867-1914

YNOPSIS.

The Fathers of Confederation had united Canada by law, and in six short years built

er into a magnihcently large, beautiful, and rich country. But her people were still, for

.er size, few, widely scattered, and divided in spirit. Also the hrst 20 years was a time of

reeping depression over all the world. With these heavy handicaps our forefathers faced

he greatest task of all, the task of building our people into a nation. What they had to do
/as to plant, and cause to grow among Canadians, the feelings of a nation. Modern Cana-
,ians are still working at that great task, but our ancestors achieved the first stage of it in

Bout 50 years. The purpose of this topic is to show how they did it; how things and
iappenings helped and hindered; how individuals and groups of people helped and hin-

lered. Our national feeling grew slowly, in scenes, like a slow-motion movie, but it rose

Readily like the mercury in a Thermometer Rising.

rHE SITUATION.

i I. The Whirlwind Campaign left the people of the seven provinces united legally and

I

with their leaders meeting together in the Dominion Parliament. But their peoples had
only bowed to one another; they were as yet merely acquaintances.

:II. /Poster. Above the northeast section of your topic map, draw a 3x214" poster. Print

^on it six short phrases that tell how the members of a family, or a nation-family,

^should feel towards one another.

II. Cause and effect. Tell how each of the following causes had the effect of keeping our
national feelings from growing.

I

1. The width of Canada

2. Having different kinds of work

3. Things good for one were bad for another

4.

Having different ways of life, customs, habits.

5.

People’s loyalty to their own province.

V. Thermometer Rising. Scene I. Trace your topic map, and in the northwest corner of it

draw a 4" billboard thermometer.

2. Print a few words opposite each date telling what happened about that time to make
our national feeling rise: 1815; 1830-40; 1850-70; 1870-90.

(
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3.

Dramatize the Scene. Have a student sketch a large thermometer on the blackboard

and five others, in turn, give the date, the happening, and tell how it helped our

national feeling to grow. If possible keep your blackboard thermometer in place for

future use.

A NATION’S WRITERS ARE VERY IMPORTANT.

1.

Tell:

1. Why writers are important

2. What feelings our Confederation poets expressed

3.

What our Indians and early Canadian story-tellers gave us.

4. What our after-Confederation novelists wrote about.

5. How the press helped our national feeling to grow.

II. Twenty Questions. Arrange a “Twenty Questions” program on Canadian writers, musi
cians, and artists. Each member of the class might write five or more questions with

the answers. Have a committee choose the best 20, the class choose the announcer anc

guests, and stage the program. Write your questions below.

1

2

3

4

5

III. A Canadian Anthology.

1. You are a Canadian. Write an original four-line poem about Canada. Copy it acros:

the Western States on your topic map.

2. Make a Canadian anthology by pasting copies of the class poems in a notebook. Havf
each student, also for the anthology, copy a poem, or write the synopsis of a stor^

or play by a Canadian author; copy a Canadian song (there are many charming

French Canadian songs); print a list of the names of Canadian musicians, and artists

contribute copies of famous Canadian paintings (see magazine advertisements).

IV. Thermometer Rising. Scene II. Print a short sentence telling how our artists helpec

Canadian national feeling to grow on your topic map thermometer. Dramatize th(

scene by having members of the class give their sentences. Choose the best to prin

on your blackboard thermometer.
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THE CHANGING WORLD HELPED.

I. Chain Reaction. Arrange the following phrases in the order in which one led to the
other: larger farms; time zone; binder; wooden ships; greatest wheat exporter; improving
railways; iron and steel ships.

II. Explain how each of these helped Canadians to become better acquainted.

1. The chain reaction

2. Postage stamps

3. Telegraph and telephone

4. Time zone

I

5. Town water and electric light systems

III. Prove that the average Builder had more information than the average Pioneer by com-
paring Pioneer with Builder education under the following heads (compare in words, not

(
figures).

!

Pioneer Builder

1. Number in public school

! 2. Number in high school

3. Number in college

I

4. Number of subjects studied

5. Conclusion

IV. Tell one way in which giving our people more information would help Canadian

!

national feeling to grow.

V. Thermometer Rising. Scene III. Dramatize Horse and Buggy Days.

1. Scenery: The Parlor. In the northeast of your topic map, diagram a Builder’s

“parlor” with names or sketches of pieces of furniture, lighting, heating, etc., in place.

Sketch it also on the blackboard, screen, or paper as a background for the act.

Sketch or paste on cut-outs of costumes, horse and buggy, livery stable, etc.

2. Characters. Choose and list characters to dramatize the scene: farmer, town worker,

business man, teacher, inventor.

3. Dramatize by having each tell what his group is contributing to build up Canadian
national feeling.

4. Combine their ideas in a sentence to print on your topic thermometer.
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CANADA’S CENTURY.
Thermometer Rising. Scene IV. New Canadians.

1.

The New Leader.

1. Who said that the 20th was Canada’s Century?

2. Sir John A. Macdonald and Sir Wilfrid Laurier were great Canadians. Contras
them by writing five single words that describe:

(a) Sir John A. Macdonald

(b) Sir Wilfrid Laurier

3.

Tell:

(a) the biggest thing that Sir John A. Macdonald did to make Canada a nation

(b) three big things that Sir Wilfrid Laurier did at once to strengthen our nationa

feeling

4.

Print their names together on your topic map thermometer.

II. New Canadians.

1 . Headlines. Across the bottom of your topic map print three headlines, large, 2nd an(

3rd size of print, giving the number of new settlers who came; the three places froii

which they came; the places to which they came.

2. Radio Interview. You are a radio reporter interviewing a new Canadian fron

Europe, after three years. *Write four questions you would ask him, with his probabl
answers. (Ask one about discrimination by ignorant or prejudiced older Canadians]

1

2 .

3.

4 .
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I

3. Map Work. Draw with crossed lines of different colours on your topic map, the

C.P.R. and C.N.R. railways. Print their initials on them. Print horizontally the

names of the nine Provinces and their capitals.

4. Picture Study. Study pictures of new Canadians from Europe (p. 373) and note

several qualities that made them good settlers
5.

Plan Scene IV. Most Westerners became “Just Canadians.” Print that phrase on
your topic map thermometer. Note below your “plot” of a scene to illustrate it. Have
the class chose the best plot, write and stage the play.

Thermometer Rising. Scene V. A New Canada.

I. The New Way of Life. Letter Home. You are a new Canadian who has farmed 10 years

in Western Canada with fair success. Write a letter to a friend in your homeland,

,

describing the new way of farming “to make money,” farming as a business.

! If. Two New Provinces. With 2-inch vertical lines draw on your topic map the western

I

boundary of each of the ten provinces.

III. The New Staple. Graph. In the centre of your topic map, draw a box-and-arrowed

line graph showing prairie wheat pouring out to the Atlantic and Pacific: money pouring
back to the prairies and being returned to the Maritimes, the St. Lawrence Provinces

and British Columbia for goods and services.

iV. New Resources. Chart. To supply the west with goods and services, the other Provinces

! began to use more of their resources. This brought a new way of life to them also. Fill

j

in this chart with words and checks to show what new resources the Provinces were

I

using in 1900-1914 Canada.
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Resources Fish Fur Farm Forest
Water-
power

Minerals
Factory

Labour

Prairie Provinces

B. C.

Ontario *

Quebec

Nova Scotia

New Brunswick

P. E. I.

Newfoundland

N. W. T.

V. Print the phrase, “the New Way of Life,” on your topic map thermometer, and dramatize:

THERMOMETER RISING.

I. Scene VI. Young Man Canada Says No. In 1911-12 Jack Canuck felt and acted like a

nation. 1. Print the sentence on your topic map thermometer. 2. State the two things

he refused to do:

(a) For Britain

(b) For the United States

3. Cartoon. South of Nova Scotia on your topic map, sketch a cartoon showing Canada

refusing Britain and the United States.

II. Pantomime the best cartoon as you print your sentence on the blackboard thermometer,

III. Note progress in your Short Histories of Newfoundland and the United States.

CHAPTER REVIEW.

I. Trans-Canada Diary. Imagine yourself taking a railway trip from Halifax to Vancouvei

in 1912, spending a few days in each Province. Write a few sentences telling what you

find the people of each Province doing.



II. The Continuity of the Story.

1. Write below six things that, in this period, helped Canada’s -national feeling to grow.

1

4

2

5

3

6

II. What task has Canada still great need to work at?

[II. Research Problem. Choose any one aspect of life in the days of the Builders (75 years

j

ago); fashions in clothes, furniture, transport, occupations, ideas. Read a book or article

about it. Then prepare a report, and sketch, or collect pictures, to illustrate it. If each

i

member of the class chooses a different aspect or topic to illustrate, you could put them

I

together to make an interesting frieze for your classroom.

Library Reading:

:
Bonner, M. G., Made in Canada.

I

Davies, B., The Story of Agriculture.

J Dickie, D.
J., The Story of Wheat.

Henry, L. J., Canadians (pp. 45-52, Laurier).

;

Janssen, R. E., Buried Sunlight.

Johnson, E. P., Flint and Feather.

Karr, W. J., Explorers, Soldiers and Statesmen (Chap. 50, Laurier).

!

Lambert, R. S., Adventures in Canadian Painting.
I Locke, G. H., Builders of the Canadian Commonwealth (Chap. 17, Laurier).

j

Marquis, T. G., Sir Wilfred Laurier.

]
Seary, V. P., The Romance of the Maritime Provinces.

Scott, J. M., The Story of Oil in Canada.
Smith, J. M., The Book of Canadian Poetry.

Strack, L. H., Aluminum, Asbestos, Nickel, Radium.

Stories to Read:

, Campbell, Grace, The Thornapple Tree.
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TOPIC XX.

CANADA BECOMES A NATION
1914- 1939.

SYNOPSIS.

Jack Canuck^ was grown up. He had had a happy and all-too-well-cared-£or childhood

under France, and a comfortable and quite exciting youth under Britain. He had had a good
home, plenty to eat and ’^vear and, as he grew older, a fair education and interesting work
to do. Mother Britain had been generous in allowing him to manage his own affairs, and he
had learned to do so with surprising efficiency. There had been some quarelling among the

provinces. They -were honest, hard-working, kind-hearted, but also strong-willed and self-

centered, as young people are apt to be. Canada was proud of them, but a little anxious

as to whether they could be trusted to stick together in a pinch. Ready or not. Jack
;Canuck had taken his stand and warned Britain and the United States off his premises. He
had claimed his place in the world and the time had come to prove that he could fill it. It

jwas a terrible time of war, boom, depression; -a time to think of Causes and Effects.

iWAR. CANADA TAKES HER FIRST TEST AND WINS NATIONHOOD.
I. Summary. Make a summary of Canada’s part in World War I.

!

A. The causes of the War^:

(a)

(b)

B. The Events in which Canada played her part.

'

(a)

(b)

' (c)

(d) ;

C. The Home Front Passes the Test.

j

(a)

I

(b) -

|i D. The Results to Canada.

i

(a)

(b)

iNations, like ships, are usually referred to as “she,” but most nations have two symbols; a literary one, usually feminin^ and a

‘ practical one, usually masculine; e.g. Britain: Britannia and John Bull; United States: Columbia and Uncle Sam; Canada;

i
White Lady, or Our Lady of the Snows, and Jack Canuck.

i
2 Another reason why Germany started World War I was that Britain and the older European nations had long ago taken over as

i' colonies most parts of the world with valuable resources. They manufactured these “raw materials” into many kinds of goods,

I

! and upon them built up their trade and wealth. Germany had not become a nation until 1871, too late to get good colonies;

and she thought by starting a war she might win some, perhaps all the best ones.
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II. The Conscription Issue made the bitterest feeling there has ever been between French
and English speaking Canada.
1.

State the case.

(a) English Canada’s opinion

(b) Erench Canada’s opinion.

2. Consider the case. Canada is a democracy, that is, a country governed by laws passed
by a majority of the members elected to Parliament by the whole nation.

(a) Had the minority the right to try to defeat the conscription bill?

(b) Had the majority the right to pass it?

(c) Were the minority right in refusing to obey the law?

(d) What should a democratic minority do?

(e) Would it have been wise to force the minority to obey?

(f) Would it have been wise for them to withdraw from Confederation?

3. What were the real causes of the trouble?

(a) racial

(b) religious

(c) political

4. What were its effects?

(a) -

(b)

5. How could such an issue be prevented?

6.

How should it be settled?

III. War Memorials.

1. Trace your topic map. In and over Hudson Bay draw a cenotaph and print on it

the names of three or four of the great battles in which Canada won fame.

2. Sketch over Labrador on your topic map, a Book of Remembrance, and print on

its open pages the names of any of your relatives or friends who were killed or wounded
in World War I.

3. Print on your topic map thermometer (Topic XIX) the date 1914-18, and a phrase

to record the fact that Canada had won nationhood.
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THE BRAVE NEW WORLD BOOMS.

I. The Little Depression.

(a) What caused it?

(b) What ended it?

II. Power.

1 . Man’s Ancient Powers. As far back as history goes man has used four kinds of power
and early man’s great invention, the wheel. (It is thought that he may have got the

idea of the wheel from a stone rolling under his sled, tried a log, and from that

developed the wheel.) From that day to this, he has applied his four powers to his

wheel. Name the powers and give an example of each.

(a) (C)

(b) (d)

2. Chart Man’s Modern Powers and Their Effects.

1. Name man’s four new powers and fill out this chart about them.

Power Machine Uses Effect on way of life

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

III. Co-operation. Give the causes of these effects.

;

1. Earlier, each man worked alone

:
2. Today men work in large groups

' 3. The groups united

: 4. Factory workers formed unions

I

5. Farmers formed pools

I

6. Fishermen formed co-operatives

7. Manufacturers and merchants formed associations

8. The groups won their points

9. But each group (and individual) must learn to put the good of the nation first and

its own good second, because
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IV. A Short Short. Write a short story telling how some individual or group put the gooc

o£ the nation first and his own good second.

V. Down North.

1. Illustrated Map. Make an illustrated map of the North West Territories on you
topic map. Sketch in the Rockies and draw the northern boundary of the prairi(

provinces. On the two parts of the Territories, make sketches showing the kinc

of country and shelters used. Put in the climate and moisture. Print in the righ

places the names of the people, animals (don’t forget the reindeer), natural resources

Sketch Hudson Bay and R.C.M.P. posts, churches, and thr^ kinds of transport

Sketch tiny planes to show two plane routes, and print names of chief settlements.

2. Posters. Over the Arctic Islands, draw a poster and print on it the names of thos(

representing the law, business, religion, in the north. In the northeast section o

your map, draw a poster and print on it the names of four of the bush pilots wh(
led in opening the north.

3. Boom. On your topic map, print the names on the two new farming areas. Dra\
the railways, indicate direction of Panama Canal and show three routes now use(

by wheat exporters. Print the names of the ten chief Canadian centres of whea
collection and storage, and distribution of goods.

THE GREAT DEPRESSION. Causes and Effects.

I. Of what use it is for people to know the causes of things that happen to them?

II. State the causes of these effects:

1. The boom burst because ...

2. The depression followed
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3.

The drought came

4.

The Wheat Pool lost money5.

Newfoundland lost her responsible government

6.

T^vo new political parties arose

III. Describe the great good effect of the depression: the social change.

THE HAPPY ENDING. THE VISIT OF THE KING AND QUEEN.
' I. The Cause. Why did the King and Queen visit Canada?

II. Your Short Histories. Make short notes stating what happened to Newfoundland and
the United States in the war and depression.

I. Lessons. Write one lesson we Canadians should learn from:

1. The soldiers of World War I

2. The conscription issue

3. The groups who co-operate

4. The boom

5. The depression

6. The drought

7. The visit of the King and Queen
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11.

The Continuity of the Fifth Adventure. 1815-1939.1.

Canada began her Fifth Adventure as five scattered provinces with only a name,
British North America, a new (partial) boundary, and a feeling of thankfulness and

pride, in common. State:

1. Her first gain

2. Her second gain

3. Her third gain

4. She concluded this Adventure as a that had fought foi

; a leader in the ; recognized

as a useful member by
;
surviving a

;
learning from it that

;
entertaining hei

III. Our two great losses were:

1

2

IV. Research Problem. The most important task of Canadians for Canada still is the buildinc

of our national feeling by increasing friendship and understanding among our differ

ent races. Each member of the class should think out a way in which this could bt

done and prepare to explain it to the class.

Library Reading:

Burt, Romance of Canada.
Chafe and Lower, Canada A Nation.
Gibbon, Canadian Mosaic.

Stories to Read:

Aldrich, A White Bird Flying.

Chapman, The Homesteaders.
Dickie, D. J.,

and Palk, H., Pages from Canada’s Story (pp. 420-433).

Karr, W. J.,
Explorers, Soldiers and Statesmen (Chap. 25, Borden).

Locke, G. H., Builders of the Canadian Commonwealth (Chap. 32).

Nickolls, L. A., Royal Cavalcade.

Strange, With the West in Her Eyes.
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TOPIC XXI.

CANADA AND THE SECOND WORLD WAR
1929 - 1950.

SYNOPSIS.

The years of World War I boom and depression had taught Canada and the oth

democratic nations some lessons, but they had not yet learned that the only way to ke

peace in the world is to remain always ready to fight for it. Having beaten Germany
“the war to end war,” they went joyfully home, disbanded their forces, and left the Leag
of Nations to keep the peace. The League might have done it if the nations had backed h

up, but they did not do so.

The Allies had set up a democratic government in Germany, but the Germans h
little experience of democracy. They had never fought for their freedom against tyra

kings, dictators, or Family Compacts, and so did not value it. They were humiliated ai

resentful after their defeat, and when Hitler told them that they were a “master rac

destined to rule the world, and other nonsense of that kind, they believed him, built i

great armies and again made war. This time the forces had many new and terrible weapoi
and this time the Radio Went to War.

THE LEAGUE FAILED.

1. Trace your topic map and print the names on as many countries as you can.

II. Radio Script. Write a 50-word radio script giving your opinion as to why the natio

failed to back up the league.

THE BATTLE OF BRITAIN.

I. Headlines. Mark Glasgow on your topic map and print, in three sizes of type, t

headlines that might have appeared in a Glasgow paper the day the first Canadil

Division arrived.

II. Dunkirk. Mark Dunkirk on your topic map. Imagine yourself a radio reporter

that crowded beach when the first little boats came through the smoke. Write f

sentences that you might have sent over the air.
,
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[II. September, 1940. Sketch on your topic map: Hitler’s boats before Dunkirk, and print
' C.A. for the Canadian Army on guard opposite them in England. In the space above

England sketch the great air battle that saved Britain, with London and its levelled

spaces, and the fighting planes, falling parachutes, and crashing buildings. Mark Lon-
don, Bristol, Liverpool, on your map.

THE BATTLE OF THE ATLANTIC.

I. Map Work.

1. Mark on your topic map and print the names of the Canadian Navy and airports

in the front line of this battle. Mark the airports with airstrips. 2. Sketch Hitler’s

' wolf-pack pens along the west coast of France, and a convoy of food ships on its way
! from Halifax to Bristol. 3. Print the names of the different kinds of fighting ships in

the Canadian Navy in the Atlantic between Canada and Europe. (You might do the

capitals in blue.) Beneath them draw a flag and print on it THE CANADIAN NAVY.

' II. Flag Flying. Draw a Canadian flag over Greenland on your topic map, and on it print

eight things that the Canadian Air Force did. (Don’t forget the ground crews and ferry

pilots.) Decorate it in colour.

4 II. Ogdensburg. Find Ogdensburg on the St. Lawrence and print it in the right place on
your topic map. Print under it Permanent Joint Board of Defence, and the names Roose-

velt and King.

klTH THE CANADIAN ARMY.

I

1 . Dieppe.

I

1. Look up Dieppe on a map of France and print the name in the right place on your

topic map.

2. Diagram. Study the map of the Raid (p. 422) and make a diagram of it on the black-

board. Have different students tell what happened at each point of attack.

i
II. In Italy.

i 1. Map Work. Trace the Allies’ drive from Africa to Sicily and up the Italian boot

i
with a broken, arrowed line on your topic map. Look up a map of Italy and print

in the right places the names of three of the main battles.
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2.

Radio Interview. Prepare to interview Smoky Smith as he leaves Buckingham Palac

after receiving the V.C. from the King. Write five questions that you would as

him

III. D-Day and the Battle of Normandy.

1. Radio Script. Choose to be one of the famous Canadian radio reporters who wer
through the war with the troops and broadcast news of the battles as they wet
fought. Choose any part of the D-Day and after battle and write a 70-word scrip

describing it

2. Sketch the “Falaise pocket” on your topic map, and print in the right places th

names Caen, Falaise, Argentan, Antwerp.

HOW IT ENDED.

I. Map Reading. Study the map of the Battle of Germany (p. 428) and tell:

1. What army came from the east

2. What armies advanced from the west

3. What rivers did these armies cross into Germany?

4. On what river did the armies meet?

5. In what battle did the Canadian Army climax its fighting?

6. What regiment won the approach?

7. What country did the Canadians liberate?

(
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II. Tragedy and Comedy.1.

What made the loss of our men at Hong Kong so hard for Canadians to bear?

2. Pantomine. Arrange a pantomine of the landing of the troops on Kiska.

3. On Secret Service. Imagine that you were a secret service agent in the war and
are now a radio story-teller. Write a script, telling in a few lines the story of one
of your narrow escapes.

ill. Honor Roll. We are going home now, so draw an Honor Roll over Norway on your
I topic map, and print on it the names of the little countries that fought so bravely against

Hitler. Print beside them the names of the Canadian broadcasters who told us about them.

VELCOME HOME.
I I. Welcome Arch. Draw an arch above Labrador and Newfoundland on your topic map,
' and print “Welcome Home” on it. Beneath it print four things that Canada provided
i for her veterans.

'II. The Homefolks. Radio Report. Outline a report on the work done by the homefolks

I

that Prime Minister Mackenzie King might have given at the end of the war.

I

A. The Working Force

B. Work Done

i C. Savings by W.P.T. Board and Earnings Paid For:

;
D. “War Work.”

E. Social Welfare

II. Sketch an Honor Scroll for the homefolks across Hudson Bay on your topic map and

'
print on it three words that tell what they did for Canada in World War II.

jV. Radio Quiz. Arrange a radio quiz on Canadian names in literature, music, painting,

I

radio and films. Each student might submit one name in each art. A committee could

i select the number required for the quiz. Write your choices here.
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THE HOMELAND.
I. Industrial Map. This time, just to show that you can do it, draw your own map o

Canada. Mark on it, in the right places, our different resources, naming some of th

different minerals; our industries, with different kinds of farming and manufacturin:

done (don’t forget the tourist industry); our lines of transport, land, water, air (anc

don’t forget Newfoundland); our chief cities, and main distributing points.

II. Research Problem. Choose the resource most used in your part of Canada. Study th

different methods used to save, or replace, them, and write a paragraph explaining thes

methods

CHAPTER REVIEW.

I. Write what you think to be the most important thing that each of these groups di

in the war.

1. The Navy 3. The Air Force

2. The Army 4. The Homefolks

II. Graph. Study the graph at the end of this chapter; figure out and write here what pe

cent of Canadians were:

1. in war employment 3. wounded, prisoners

2. in the armed forces 4. killed

III. The Continuity of the Story. Canada is a small nation and her contribution, thoug

large for her, was small compared with that of big nations, yet Canada came out of th

World War II a much more important nation than she went into it.

1. What had she gained in World War I?

2. What gains were made between the wars?

3.

What step forward did she take in World War II?

IV. Research Problem. Collect books and articles about Newfoundland, and prepare to gi\

a talk about her. (See copies of Canadian Geographical Journal.)

Library Reading:

Dickie, D. J.,
and Palk, Helen, Pages from Canada’s Story (pp. 434-450).

Stacey, Canada in World War 11.
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TOPIC XXII.

CANADA AND THE NEIGHBOURS
1763 - 1950.

SYNOPSIS.

The purpose of this topic is to show how Canada got on with her neighbours. As a

modern teen-agers know, a person’s contacts with the people around him make up ^

important part of his education. It is by living with others that we learn to know ourselve

and to adjust ourselves to others in such a way that we can enjoy our own lives, and mal
a useful contribution to the life of the community. Nations are like people, and Canadt
contacts with her neighbours have had a great influence in making her the kind of natic

she is today

In early youth Canada’s friendly contacts were with France and her own Indians, whi
she continually fought with the Iroquois and the English colonies, “the boys next dooi

When Britain took Canada, she broadened her contacts to include English-speaking peop
here and in Britain and the now friendly Iroquois Soon after that, the United Stat

separated from Britain and became a new nation. She was already very different from h(

mother country, and was, at first, unfriendly to Canada.

From that day to this, by far the largest part of Canada’s contacts have been wit

Britain and the United States, her two nearest neighbours. By living with them—and
has not been easy—she has learned how to “make friends and influence people.” It h
been a hard, but exciting and profitable, game.

THE BIG LEAGUE.

I. Trace your topic map.

II. Diagram and Cartoon the Position. In the South Atlantic on your map, draw a bas

ball diamond to represent the international playing field of Britain, United States, an

Canada. Rule a space across the middle of it to represent Canada’s position, and i

it draw a cartoon showing Canada as the underdog in a scuffle. Print in the right plac

the names of the capitals, London and Washington; B.N.A. hadn’t one in 1783.

III. Cause and Effect. What was:

1. the cause of the British anger

2. the cause of the American anger

3. the effect of the Loyalists’ anger

4. the effect of the Canadian-American boundary agreed upon by Britain and tl

United States

THE SCRUB TEAM WINS A GAME.

I. The Rules: Jay’s Treaty (1794). Rainbow. Over your diagram and Africa, draw
“rainbow” and print on it the name of the treaty and the date. Under the title prii

two rules made by the treaty.
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II. The War that Everybody Won. Tell what advantages each of the three contestants got

out of the War of 1812-14.

(a) Britain

(b) The United States.

(c) Canada.

III. Draw straight lines in the Atlantic in front (east) of the coast of the United States and
South America and print “The Monroe Doctrine” behind them. In front of them
sketch ships of the British Navy protecting the American countries. Print “The British

Navy” behind the ships.

lIV. Map Work. Trace Canada’s boundary with a broken line. 1783: from the Atlantic up
' the St. Croix, along the 45th parallel to the St. Lawrence, up the river and Great
' Lakes; 1812-14: from Lake Superior to the Rockies. Print also on your topic map,

beside Nova Scotia, Newfoundland, Canada and the West, a word telling what valuable

thing each got out of the war of 1812-14.

IV. Canada Learns Her First Lesson. A Flag For Our Lessons. On your topic map over

Northern Canada and Alaska, draw a large flag and print on it the three lessons Canada
learned from the war of 1812-14.

A DANGEROUS SITUATION.

1.

Explain:

1. In what way the three governments were not then democratic.

2. In what order they became truly democratic.

3. What brought about the dangerous situation.

4.

What raised Canadians in the opinions of the two ‘Big Fellows’.

5. Two things that roused B. N. A’s. anger against the ‘Big Fellows’.

(a)

(b) V

6. What lesson B. N. A. learned from the two treaties

(
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11.

Map Work. Mark in red on your topic map the modern boundaries between the Unitec

States and Quebec; Washington State and British Columbia. State Canada’s fourth lessoi

and print it on your flag.

CANADA PLAYS AS A JUNIOR TEAM.

I. Cartoon. In the Pacific south of Alaska on your topic map, sketch a cartoon showin
the United States threatening to annex us, while B. N. A. unites the four provinces am
seizes the half continent behind our western boundary.

II. News Item. Write a suitable headline and short news report that might have been sen

in 1871 from Washington to a Canadian newspaper, telling what Sir John A. Macdonalc
had lost and won at the International High Commission meeting.

III. List the two important steps forward that Canada took at Washington

1

2

IV. Lessons Become a Canadian Policy. By 1871, British North America had become whc

country? Print Ottawa in the right place on your topic maj

From the hard knocks she had received in scuffles with her neighbours, she had learne

several important lessons. From these she concluded that her best policy would be:

THE PIRATE DON DURK OF DOWDEE.^

I. Graph. Under your cartoon in the Pacific on your topic map, draw a curved lim

graph, with arrows, showing how Britain became an investing country; United States

manufacturing country; Canada a raw material supplying country. Tell here why the

couldn’t and can’t afford to fight.
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II. Brief Biography. Look up, in a reference book, a biography of President Theodore
(Teddy) Roosevelt, and write a short account of him below.

THE QUITTERS.

I. Canada Wins Nationhood.

1. As a result of World War I Canada was recognized as a nation by

(a) (b)

2. Print ‘1914-18, Canada a Nation’ on your topic flag, and below it print ‘Foreign

I Policy: No Commitments’.

II. International Chain-Reaction. Print over Asia on your topic map, ‘League of Quitters’

!
and beneath it print in a chain-reaction: the names of the aggressor nations the League
did not stop; tariffs stop trade; depression; dictators: Hitler and Mussolini; World War II.

[II. The Lesson the Big League Learned. Write here, and print on your topic map flag the

j

lesson the three partners learned from World War II.

bANADA AND THE COMMONWEALTH.
I

I. Compare, explaining the difference between them:

I

1. The British Empire

2. The Old Commonwealth.

3.

The New Commonwealth.
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CANADA AND THE UNITED NATIONS.
I. The Atlantic Charter. Radio Broadcast. Write the radio broadcast President Roosevel

might have made from Newfoundland, explaining the aims of the Atlantic Charter.

II. Diagram. Across the bottom of your topic map draw a diagram of the United Nation

Organization. Draw a line right across your map and print on it the name “Unitec

Nations Organizations.” From the headline, drop three lines to boxes showing the thre

parts of the United Nations. Raying out from each box, draw lines naming one or tw(

of the things each part has to do. Write name on each box.

III. Effects. Give the effect of:

1. The discussions in the Assembly

2. The Veto

3. The Conciliators

4. International Refugee Organization

5. Children’s Emergency Fund

IV. Causes. Give the cause of:

1. Canada finding herself a middle Power

2. The Atlantic Pact

3. The Marshall Plan

4. The Cold War

ENTER NEWFOUNDLAND.
I. Reception for our Tenth Province. Dramatize a reception to be given by the nin

Provinces to welcome Newfoundland into Canada’s family. Plan the dramatization .

such a way that the different provinces may offer gifts on behalf of the Dominion
Newfoundland, and Newfoundland may offer her gifts to the Dominion.
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. The Toast. Choose your own Province to propose the toast to Newfoundland and

write the toast you would give.

1

REVIEW.

hulary. Write the meanings of these words or terms.

1 . I'he Big League

2. The Scrub Team

' 3. Jay’s Treaty

j

4. Monroe Doctrine

; 5. “Votes for All ”

6. Reciprocity Treaty

’

7. Fenians

8. International High Commission

he Pirate Don Durk of Dundee

\e Alaska Boundary Treaty

11. Dominion Status

!

I

12. Quitters

13. A Middle Power

11. Research Problem. Choose Newfoundland, or one of the other Dominions of the Com-
monwealth, to make a special study of. Read for a month everything you can find about
your topic and then prepare a report upon it to give to the class.

ibrary Reading:

Cornish, G. A., Social Studies for Canadians (Chap. 17, Newfoundland).
Donaldson, L., Newfoundland.
Galt, T., How the United Nations Works.
Goldring, C. C., We Are Canadian Citizens.

Trotter, R. G., Charters of Our Freedom.
Taylor, G., Canada and Her Neighbours (pp. 175-179, Newfoundland),

tories to Read:

Duncan, N., Billy Topsail (Newfoundland).
Edmonds, M. D., Out of the Net (Newfoundland).
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